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,CUBAN REBELS 
American Girl Weds Russian Baron.;
Boston, Masse Aug. 25.—The wc rl- I•
ding today of Miss, Emily Saargent ;
asnd at iladeeBd aron Ludtwoigth Ke ni iceeist po of fARtnus.e rn- 
another-CAPTURE
 W . 
ican girls who have married
1
titles: The bride is the daughter of
Me. and Mts. Jorrepth Saargent of this
a.. - WITHIN FIVE MILES OF HA- 
city. With her parents she has spent!
VANA, BUT FAIL TO much of her 
life abroad'. The wed-
HOLD IT. ! ding took place 
quietly at the summer
I; home of the Saargents at Magnolia.
ii few (:ay.: efr ";:trt,-1 enee h.is.
{
1 'bride will sail ' for Europe to make
ARE SCATTERED BY TROOPS I their keine home on the Baron's es-
i
tate near .Bremen.
Plan to Have Roosevett Appoint Corn-1
mission to Investigate Election
Frauds.
VARIOUS SCHEMES PROPOSED ,
— 
Havana, Aug. 25.—The village o
Arroyo Naranjo, five miles from Ha-
vana, was occupied by a force.of sev-
enty insurgents last night.
The stars and stripes are flying
conspicuously from points of vantage
on American - owned properties
throughout the disturbed districts
Scrupulously respected by both the
government forces and the roving in-
surrectionists, the emblem of the
United States - it perhaps exerting a
• moral influence over sober-minde
d
Cubans. Sennlor Morns Campos
!1115rat. ho ha, espoiteed
the cause of tilefigentitents. has
advocated die appointment by
President Roosevelt of a commission
to investigate the charges of fraud
Ii connection with the last election'.
Other prominent men indorse the
idea.
Battle in Doubt.
Today's early advice& from Pinar
del Rio and vicinity indicate that the
outcome ) the expected bottle be-
tween the government troops and the
insurgent,. under Pine Guerra is more
in doubt that the officials at the pal-
ace are willing to admit. Guerra is
believed to have nearly Or qiute 2.000
• men velio can be depended upon. They
are reported to he well equipped with
arms and ammunition. It is suspected
that the insurgent leader'', witihdreiwal
from San Luis and San Juan was a
ruse to attract the government troops
from their base at Pinar del Rio. A
sadden rum* upoia Pinar del Woe
in the event that Halma's treope
not take an early offensive, would not
mirpri-e tho.e seemingly well in-
formed The city has less than t.,)no
armed defenders, and the strength 9f
the civilian loyalty it Is SAIL , 4 Hickman, Ky., Aug. 25.—The store
So far there has been no serious
°-
Dee Nichols, at Crutchfield, Ky.
disaffection in the cities, but in the
surrounding districts, where the pet'- 
this county, was burglarized by a
pie are less in touch with official life, 
gang of boys. Three of the youths
the aitisatioty. so far as can be learned. 
were arrested, charged w th the
is not reasauring. 
crime. They were Allen Nicholas.
Government agents are !railing to- 
Bob Allen and Will Allen. Allen
day for the Unted States to purchase Nich
ols is the sixteen-ygearipld
borses, brother of Dec 
Nicholas, the proprie-
tor of the store. The three boys were
%VIA NT PRIOSI DEN T !tried before
 the comity judge at Hick-
* ROOSEVELT TO man. Young Ni
cho's and Bob Allen.
NAME COMMISSION. be ng under eighteen ye
ars of age,
• were ordered c
ommitted to the
CHILD LABOR
THE CONSEQUENCES OF IT
AND THE REMEDY
For It.
Will Be the Subject of Rev. Dr.
Newell's Sermon at the Broad-
way Methodist Church.
Rev. Dr. Newell, of the Broadway
Methodist church, will today at the
morning service preach from the sub-
ject "Child Life."
This subject is of interest to every
parent in the city, and Dr. Newell
wants every man and woman, who
can possiliy do so to hear him. •
The Sermon will also be of spec al
interest to the laboring man, as it
v.all deal, to a certain extent with the
child-labor problem, one of the heads
of the discourse, Dr. Newell informs
The Register being "Chldren
Robbed of Their Rights—Child
Labor, The Consequences of It and
The Remedy for It."
Rev. I. Newell has gained the
reputation of de'ivering not only
forceful and logical sermons, but in-
teresting ones as well. He has the
faculty of talking in a plain. straight-
forward manner, and, while handling
evils without gloves, does it in a
manner and such well chosen
words that no fair-minded man or
woman can take offense, and he holds
the interest of his hearers from the
beginning to the end.
Dr. Newell is making a hard fight
for the betterment of the city and
its people and should -have she sup-
port of the community in this fight.
• New York, Aug. 25.—e:apressing
the belief that reports of the strength
• of the insurgent forces have been ex-
aggerated, Y. Zobrado, governor of
the province of Pinar del Rio, last
night declared that Cuba had nothing
to fear from the present uprising, and
that it would be quickly suppressed by
President Palma. Governor Zotarado
arrived in the city yr sterday from the
Adirondack, and vi:d sail for Havana
to-ffay. He said:
"This outbreak is distinctly politi.
cal and it will not amount to a great
deal. There is nothing in the move-
ment to cause alarm to the persons
who have the interests of Ceiba at
heart.
"There has been grumbling ever
s• ince the election among a certain
class of people who felt that they had
not been properly rewarded by Presi-
dent Palma in the way .of official
positions. They began to preach 
against the Palma: administration.
Talk of that kind very often leads to
revolutionary outbreaks, and the pres-
ent uprising consequently does not
come as a great surprise.
"However, it will be quickly put
down. President Palma has all /he
resources he wants, and the support
and sympathy of all the leading Cu-
bans on the island. Followers of the
ineuttectionary movement are the low
clase of Gebane."
May tad the War.
Hie believes ghat the rebels will lay
down their arms if President Roose-
velt agrees to send a nonpartisan
icommisision to investigate the elec-
tions, which the liberals allege were
fraudulent. President Palma should
be willing to agree to this, for a three
months' war nnauld reditree caha to a
'worse onndition than the tpetilTh war.
Neither the gioverniitnt nbe the reb-
els can win. The osiftror that the ru-
ral guards wantly killed General tan-
-dram, who was helpleeely woun led, is
sere to inflame the rebels, who, tip to




House of Correction at Lexington
They will have two years in which
to reform. Will Allen, being more
than eighteen years old, the judge
held him to await the acVon of the
grand jury. His bond was placed at
$300, which he has not yet succeeded
in raising. Several other boys were
MOM MAN WAS CLAUD
BASS', A BIG FOUR SWITCHMAN
CLOTHING FULLY IDENTIFIED BY HIS COUSIN, MISS MARY
BASS, OF BROAD STREET, AND ALSO BY EDW. COHEN, A
MERCHANT OF 1531 BROAD STREET.
TOBACCO PIPE ONE OF THE MEANS
OF ARRIVING AT CORRECT IDENTITY
The mystery of the murdered
young man is solved—He was Claude
Bass, formerly of this city, but em-
ployed as a switchman of the Big 4
railroad at Grayville, Ill. The cloth-
ing was fully identified by three
people: his uncle, G. W. Bans, of
1626 Broad street; by Miss Mary
Bass, daughter of G. W. Bass, and
also by Edw. Cohen, who conducts
a clothing store at rear Broad street.
"Why, father, that's Claude's coat!"
exclaimed Miss Mary Bass, daughter
of G. W. Bass, the latter an uncle of
the murdered man, who reside* at
1626 Broad street.
A representative of The Register
was in the chief of police's office at
seven o'clock last night when Miss
Bass and her uncle called to see if
they could ident.fy the clothing taken
from the murdered man.
As soon as Miss Bass saw the
clothing she made the exclamation
quoted above.
G. W. Bass and his daughter had
been informed an hour previous by
Edw. Cohen, who conducts a clothing
ttore at !sat Broad street, that h.
thought the clothing belonged to
young Bass, and father and daughter
hurried to the city hall.
Miss Bass described, both the coat,
collar, tie and even an old brierwood
p pe found in the pocket of the coat.
She described the articles
after she had seen the coat, and as
they were produced readily 'identified
them as be'onging to her cousin.
Before she had seen the pipe she
I stated that 'young Bass was a great
!smoker, and that she would know it
if she saw it.
When Chef Collins
pipe, Miss Bass cried,
her eyes:
"That's his pipe!"
Earlier in the evening Mr. Cohen
had 'phoned to Chief Collins that he
thought the clothing might have be-
longed to Claude Bass, and proceeded
to describe the coat very minutely
even to the dealer's tag and a rent
in the left shoulder.
Mt. Cohen stated that young Bass
had been in his store on Tuesday. and
had left his valise there.
lie further stated that Bass showed
him a roil of bilis amounting to $7e,
aad also a $to gold pece.
G. W. .Bass, uncle of the murdered
;man, stated to The Register repre-
sentative that his nephew was be-
tween the age of nineteen and twenty
produced the
with tears in
I years old, and that he had been work-
ing for the Big 4 at Grayville, III.,
for some time, first as a section hand
l at $1.75 per day, later as a switchmaii
at $2.0o per day. The young man
came to s'esit his uncle his mother and
!father both being dead.
No clue has yet been obta ned to
the murderer.
I Now that the identity of the mins
eiered man 'is known, it will be as
easy matter to find the time chock,
which Bass tried to get cashed. and
I which he evident'y succeeded in doing
!
before he visited Cohen's store.
The police, with the as•estance of
Detective Will Baker, are working on
the case and the officers hope to
.;:oort apprehend the guilty parties.
G. W Bass was last night arrang-
ing with the city eethorties for the
removal of the remains' of young
Bass, which were buried in the pauper




THOUGHT MISSING MISS SUM-
MERS HAD COME TO
PADUCAH.
REV. D. SUMMERS HER BROTHER
Who Came Here For His Sla-
ter, Learns She Is At
Hanson Springs.
, implicated in the robbery. and they REWARD IS OFFERED
will be tr ed as soon as they can be SEIM
'captured. The youthful robbers se-
cured a quantity cif tobacco, cigars,
The disappearance of Miss Laceypocket-knives and about $6 in money.
,Owing to the prominence of the Summers is still a my
stery. -
parties considerable excitement was Miss Summers left her home at
? created.
jackso'n, Tenn., Tuesday, and her par-
cuts learned that a young lady
BANK FILES SUIT answering to her descrption had pur-
TO RECOVER MONEY
chased a ticket for Paducah.
Birmingham, Ala., AuAg. 25.—The
First National bank of Birminghamn
;entered an assumpsit suit against-771-
. G. Smith of BirtnirOtam, and the
Odell Stock and Grain company to
VOL. 23, NUMBER 167
Swimmers in Ten-Mile Race.
score of crack swimmers gatheree -t
St. Louis, Aug, 25.--Nearly RAcE wAR IN
tine Chain of _Rocks. this afternoon to
engage in the big ten-mile swimming
race, which starts. down the Mississip-
pi river froth that point. The finish
will be at the Eads bridge. The af-
fair is under the auspices of the Mis-
souri A. C., which organization, has
offered a $250 challenge cup to the
man maleng the hest time in elle race.
The C"''ri':13 '
est swimmers of Chicago, Memphis, ur
St. Louis and several other citiest
THE CAKE
AND WHOLE BAKERY SHOULD
BE AWARDED THE ST.
LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
For Its Sample of Reform Spelling
as Given in Headlines of
an Article.
The ,"press gang" is 'having fun
with President Roosevelt's order that
reform s'pelling be used hereafter in
all public documents.
Of the many samples of spelling as
it is to be in future, the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch gives the most ludi-
crous in the heading of the article an-
nouncing the order. Here it is:
ROZEVELT ADOPTS NU
SPELING, iNSTRUKTS
PION IRZ IN MUV.MIENT.
President Sez Andru Karn.igy's Wia
Uv Speling Iz the Rite Won, and
Ascl Onehal Dokumentz in the Fu-
tur Wil Be Speld Fonetikaly.
NEIZU'RI ENTORZ WER
UIONIRZ IN MUVMENT.
They Past Resolushonz Yeere Ago
and Mkt Kuntry to Xamin Them—
Karnigy Kontinued the Fite, Kald
a Komity, and Rozevelt Raid Loeb.
TEXAS FEARED
ON ACCOUNT OF THE ARREST
OF NEGRO TROOPS.
ivIE.RIONLY MOVE
Reported That Battalion of Troops at
Camp Mabry Are to Leave
for Mexican Border.
NO CHANGE BY DEPARTMENT.
-1Brownevi1le, Tex., Aug. 25.—The
arrest by Ranger Captain McDonald
of members of company C, Twenty-
first infantry, on the charge of being
principals in the killing of a citizen
and the woundng of the chief of po-
lice has revivedthe feeling against ths
feared,
Itroopers and serious trouble rs
Mysterious Move.
Austin, Tex., Aug. 25.—It is re-
ported that a battalion of the troops
at Camp Mabry will leave in an ihour
for the Mexican border. While the
reason for the issuance of such or-
ders. is not positively known, it is ru-
mored that there has been a recur-
and that the troops are to go to this
rence of the trouble at Brownsville
No Change by Department
Washington, Aug. 25.—No changes
in the orders of the war department
for the abandonment of Fort Brown.
Tex., have been made as the result of
the visit of Brigadier General J.
Franklin Bell, chief of staff of the
army, to President Roosevelt at Oys-
ter Bay yesterday. General Bell and
Captain Grote Hutcheson, his aid,
who accsemepakied him to Sagamore
Hill. returned to Washington last
night and- resumed their duties at the
war department today General Bell
DENIEs HIS cuiLT staeinidpotlemearinl n.stabaat Bornoewdnsavsilleorwigiilnlal
lattly
announced and the company of the
Twentyasixth infantry now stationed
there will remain as long as is nec-
essary to cart for the government
property now at the fort. The three
companies of the Twenty-fifth infan-
try have been removed to Fort 'Reno
Okla.. where Amy will be stationed es
originally ordered.
Mevening Rang • rDonald
Brownsville.
Captain 
Negro Tr at BrownavUe.
wns Aug 25.—Last
caused the tritest of the following
members of company C. Twentvefifth
infantry: Sergeant W. 0. Bower,
Sergeant George Jackson Corporal
David Powell, Corporal Madison, Pri-
vates John Hofloman. J. H. Howard,
J H. Newton. Oscar W. Reed and
J. N. Askew. They are charged with
being the principals in the recent raid
which resulted in the murder of a cit-
izen and the wounding of the lieu-
tenant of police.
This morning, after all preparations
had been Made for the removal of the
negro soldiers- to Fort Reno. Okla., a
cipher mespage was received by
•ior Penrose directing him 
to hold the
three companies here pending the ar-
rival of General Bell, chief of staff to
make a thorongit investigation. The
troops are si6'•Orrlingly held, and there
is 50111C pet:nitration in consequence. ,
It had been anticipated that the ne-
ernes would be gone by this time,
and tonight' there is a renewal of pre-
cautions taken to see that none of the
blacks enter the town. It is stated
miofficiaally that the ncgroes are be-
ing held to act a, witnesses in the
trial of those arrested, and this has
given the impression here that the
war department wants the citizens to
waive - prriseentintr-irt-ene siderat ion of
the removal of the negroel.
It has -been determined to ask
a special term of court to sit in the
eases. if this is done a change of
venue will be asked by the attorneys
(or the government, and probably will
he granted in view of the excited
state If pnblic feeling
ERNEST TANICSLEY HAD
NOTHING TO DO WITH THE
SCHAFER CASE.
Did Not Even Kidnap Miss Rainey,
Declares Prisoner at Bedford—
Had No Appointment,
Bedford, Ind., Aug. 25.—"You can
say for me that I am nqt guilty of
any murder, nor have I any connec-
tion with the Schafer case in any
way. I did not have an appointment
to meet Miss Rainey in front of Wil-
liam Cook's residence on the evening
of January 1, tiaa4. Concerning the
matter of my relat ons with Miss
Rainey, I am, charged with kidnap-
ti but will have to wait till I ap-
pear in court to learn just what kid-
naping means. I have not been per-
nutted to see any papers since my
errest, and do not know what stor es
have been sent out from Evansville.
Ernest Tanksley arrived here at
2:15 yesterday morning 'in company
with Nellie Rainey, both being in
custody ot City Marshal Myers. He
was interviewed at the jail at 3
o'clock. While he appeared sightly
nervous, it is but justice to say he
did not wear the air of a mart who
bore on his conscience the weight of
a great crime. His eye was clear and
his manner frank and bearing the
stamp of truthfulness ween he made
the above statement.
Tanksley is a man of 150 to 160
pounds, medium height, has bluish
gray eyes and .a._ eathee_husny light 
red mustache. Nellie Rainey was not
placed in jail, but was spir:ted away
from the depot by Policeman Payne
teteovtre $48.203 of the hank's money Rev. Summers arrived yesterday, ting her mother know of her going in 
a carriage to a secluded place.
I said to have been lost by Alexander and spent the day looking for ,,Miss away except that she was mentall
y where she was put through a severe
R. Chisolm, the alleged defaulting Lacey but could get no trace of her affected. Her mother states that she examina
tion by Prosecutor Fletcher
Late yesterday evening Rev. Sum- has been in declining health for some durin
g the afternoon.
fliers heard h's sister was at Hinson months, and of late appeared moody'
'Strings. Tenn., and left immediately' and d stracterk She did not go into
Birmingham and it is claimed' Chisolm!for that place. 
I society much and had no special gen-
lose a large part of the money dealing, The followIng telegraphic report Oman friend. She seemed to care
in cotton futures with Smith's firm.
teller of the hank, who was found
Stom000 short in his accounts. Smith
represents the commission honer in
In Eighth Texas District.
Houston,  Tex.. Aug. 25.—The Dem-
ocratic congressional convention pf
the Eighth district met in Hairston 10-
day and ratified the action of the re-
cent primary in renomihating con-
w.essman Inhn M. Moore to succeed
i The parents wired their son, Rein
. D. Sunintera -n1 -GirtenAeld. Tenn.,
As she did not make her appearance
Dr. Herron called up her residence
about to o'clock and asked where she
was. This was the first intimation
her mother had that anything was
nonfat. A search was immediately
inst tined, but no trace of the young
lady could be found. Late that even-
ing it was learned that a young lady
'If her description had purchased a
ticket over the Illinois Central that
morning for Paducah. Mks. Sum-
inert cated up her son, Rev. L. D.
Summers, at Greenfield, and notified
him of what had occurred. He im-
mediately went to Paducah and be-
gan a search for his sister, but could
not find her there. By some means
he heard that she was at Hinson
Springs. and he telegraphed his
mother yesterday morning that they
would arnve home last night. But
they did not come. The hope that
tilled the soul of the lov.ng and anx-
ious mother was blasted when they
jailed to arrive on the late train. She
is now sustained by the thought that
possibly her daughter has been found
and was in some manner delayed, and
vet I reach home today. It may bet
that she is at Hinson Sprngs, as the
ticket agent at the N. & C. says that
some ladies purchased round trip
tickets to Hinson Springs that morn-I
ing. One of that' was an elderly
lady and the description of the other i
su ted Miss Summers,
to come to Paducah to try and trace No rea-son can be assigned for the
his sister. action of the young lady in not let-
is sent out from ackson. :more about her ditties in the office1
Jackson Tenn Au 21 -Islothing ;rid was devoted to h work, .. g. . Cr .
has been heard by her parents from Dr. Herron says she is one of the
Miss Lacey Summers, the young lady i finest young ladies he ever saw; 
that
1 who dieappeared from her home in her every act and deed was that of a
'this cay Tuesday. Her parents have perfect lady and that she was
 de-
‘offered'a reward of $2oo for informa-I voted to her work and seemed 
con-
t-ion leading to her recovery. tented with it. He noticed her 
de-
himself.
Miss Summers, unW• Tuesday t lin ng health and its consequen
t
•  morning was the i'fficient 
assistant 'effect upon her nervous system. She
Alherican intervention. Imwever, is
not ineVital4 If President Roose-
velt tdiouldi order the appointment of ,
an invesigating comimittee. President I
Palma may say that the American,
minister would be acceptable,
in Dr. J. T. Herron 's office, where contemplated taking a change
 about
the has been. working for tlik past September r, and going to sch
ool.
several months. I Miss Summers is very fair
, with
On the day ment oned Miss Sum- Lehi heir and large blu
e eye.; and is
filer!, left home at the usual hi -ir to 
go to her work, about 7:30 o'clock. (Continued art Paige 
Five.) -
KILLED EY LIGHTNING '
IN WOLFE COUNTY
Lexington. Ky., Aug. 25.—The body
of W. B. Farrald was sent to Gray-
son this morning. Farrah' was killed
hy lightning near Torrent during a
thunderstorm on Wednesday He had
taken shelter under a large oak trees.
Mr. Durlett hearing the squawking
Deposits for Kentucky Banks. (of his fowls Friday 
night, investi-
Washington. Aug 26.—The follow- gated and saw a r
accoon runn'ng
leg Kentucky banks were Friday from the h
ennery.
allotted a sufficiently large part of
$3,000,000 ,distributed by Seeretary
Shaw toobang thir total government
CHICKEN THIEF A
FOUR-LEGGED COON
The d epoiler of Paducah chicken
roosts has been discovered. The
honor of the discovery is due Mr.
,I.ucian Durrett, of Seventh and
Trimble.
The 'coon is supposed to be a tame
one, probably a boy's pet.
Tveo legged coons were thought ts
depreffia up to $50,000 each; Ashland,bave been the 
thieves, and it may be
National, Nehland; Henderson Naelltvin possible that 
they have formed







joneolNutn. , of Mayfield; Elvise Bradshaw, Eiza-
' Dr. Earl Dunn and Miss Rost beth Morris. of Mississippi, Rosebud
— Jones, of this city, who were united Hobson. Lilly Hobson, Miss Strong.
in marriage by Rev. Dr. Newell last
Tuesday night, are now at home at
their new home at Seventh and Clay
streets.
Grebenstein-Leland.
Mrs. Pauline Vaughan Grebeastein
was married last Monday afternoon at
4 o'clock. in Chicago, to Mr. Robert
Lelandi of Lake City. Mrs. Leland
'has many friends in Paducah, which
was her former home.
Jolly Crowd.
The following people of Paducah
who have been Visiting at Dixon's
Springs were entertained at Gcs'-
conda last Tuesday; Mr. and Mrs.
lehas Rottering. Clarence House-
holder, Misses Geagans, Emma Mix
7nd Clara Nicholas.
Jones-Walker.
Miss Birdie Lee Jones and Mr. Joe
F. Walker were married last Wed-
nesday morning at 8 o'clock at the
horne Of the bride, by Rev. Mr. Bour-
guin, of the German Evangelical
ohurch. After taking their bridal tour
North they will return to Paducah.
where they will make their hon.
Hummell-Backer.
On Wednesday evening September
5th at the German Lutheran church,
on South Fourth street, Miss Sophia
May Hummell will be united in
marriage to Mr. George A. Backer,
a prominent business man of this
city.
The bride 's the youngest daughter
'of Mr. and Mrs. F. Hummel Jr., of
!la Harrison street.
Enjoyable Dance.
The dance given out at the park
last Friday night by Messrs Robert
Guthrie, Zach Haynes, Guy Martin
and Clay Kidd. in 'honor of the visit-
ing girls in the city, was an enjoyable
affair. There was a large number pres-
ent and everyone had a delightful
time. The following Mlayfi eld boys
werer present: Claude Winslow. Ev-
erett Holifield, Hub and Ot Albritton.
"WIllett-Hopleins.
On Tuesday morning September
tith in St_ Francis de Sales parson-
age Miss Henrietta Wdlett, daughter
rJf Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Willett, will be
united :n marriage to Mr. Warren
Wetley Hopkins, of St. Louis, Mo
Rev. Chas. A. Haeseley, of
Jerome's Catholic 'church of,
',Graves county, officiating. It Vie be
a qtsiet wedding only flic famly and
intimate friends of the Toting people
gvill be present.
Mission Outing.
The miesion, coating given to the
poor of this city and community last
Thursday by Rev. and Mrs Chiles
at Thompson's mill was a great suc-
cess. It took three big wagons to
convey them to the picnic grounds.
'When they arrived they foamd a
large crowd waiting to help them en-
joy the day There was plenty to eat,
' as nearly everybody took a big bas-
'Sect of good things to each. which the
• crowd did ample justice.
The day was very pleasantly spent
and all returning without an accident.
Honor of Guests.
On last Friday evening at the borne
of Mrs. W M. Carnes. of 924 North
Seventh street. She entertained a few
of her-young friends in honor of 'her
guests. Mi. and Mrs. Fred Smith.
" Mr. 'Bob Caldwell with one of 'his
excellent recitations which was en-
joyed very -much.
Dericions refreshments were served
And everyone present had a big time.
Those present were: Misses Myrtle
Hawkins, 'Emma and Mary Acker,
Nell Barry; Messrs.
'Frank Lneat. John Wilheirn. Will
. Acker, Pete Acker, aid Bob Cald-
well.
Soaiguet.
test 'Wednesday everfing at Haw-
lins' cafe. on 'Broadway. a hang/art
was given in %honor of erisses Mary
Blossom .11eatimoot and 'Kate Wire.
Nfassfield, by Mills Garnett Bluckner
• of this city. These preseut were:
l'esfisses May Blossom Beaumont, Kate
Wire, Elizabeth Sebree, Mary Cave,
Florence Loeb, Henri Alcott, Alice
:Strong. of Cairo; Ethel Sights. Elsie
, Hodge and Messrs.. Philo Alcott. Will
, Rinkleff. Clay Kidd, Guy Martin, Har-
ry Singlerton. Ned Ashbrook. James
, Wheeler. Roy Prather, Zach Ilaeves
Charles Rieke, Will Henneberger slid
Henry Cave.
Entertained.
Miss Elsie Hodge entertained last
Tuesday evening at her home on
North Eighth street in honor of
Misses Kate Wire and Mary Blossom
Beaumont of Mayfield It was quite
or: swell affair, and everyone present
enjoyed themselves very much. De-
licious refreshments were served
Those present were: Misses Kate
Wire and Mary Blossom Beomnant.
iof Cairo; Jeannette Morris, and Henri
I Alcott; Messrs. James Wheeler, Sam
Hughes ,Will Rinkliffe, Harry Single-
ton, Charlie Rieke and Zack Hayes.
Thursday evening Miss Pauline
Durrett of North Seventh street en-
tertained her young friends at Wal-
lace park with a delightful supper in
honor of two charming young visitors
in the'city from Tennessee, Miss Rid-
dle Rogow-cif Columbus, Tenn.. and
Miss Sadie D. Copper of Nashville.
After the supper the jolly crowd
went to the show at the park. The
party consisted of Misses Clair St.
John, Sarah Wilson, Anna May Dur-
rett, Viola Hill, Lula Scott of Kut-
tawa, and Pauline Durrett; Messrs.
Earl Cotter. George Rock, Arthur
Robertson and Tim Murphy.
Hay Ride.
A delightful .hay ride was given
last Tuesday night by Mr. Joe Tuck-
er and Miss Marvin Tucker, of tot7
Harrison street, to a few of their
young friends. The party was driv-
en out to Miss .Winnie Tucker's beau-
tiful home, five miles out on the Cairo
road, where a reception was given
them. Refreshments were served and
all had a most enjoyable time.
Those present from here were
Misses E.ssie Rlacknall. Edina Bttkie.
Marvin Tucker and Mrs. Page;
Messrs. Joe Tucker, Cera Phillips and
Mk. Orloock.
The party was chaperoned by Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Gillum, of Clay street.
Johnson-Clampitte.
Mrs. M. W. Johnson has announced
this week the approaching marriag
of iher daughter. Miss Virginia, to Mr
Lawrence S. Champitte. which will




They should have little intrinsic
value; they should owe their precious-
ness to the hand that gives. The gift
should not by its beauty or costli-
ness distract the attention for one
'moment front its meaning—heart
speaking to heart, in language elo-
quent, though dumb.
What are the Objects that have been
gazed upon. and kissed, and wept
over as priceless treasures? A pastry
ring, a glove, a true-love knot in hair
or ribbon, or as likely as not a few
faded flowers. Is there one of us who
ha., loved who cannot recall to mind
the throb of ecstacy, the glow of bliss,
with which the first love gift was re-
teived—the pilent messenger thiat
brought the full assurance of love's
return?
Would any of my girl readers. as
she sits in her room alone, turning
on her finger the slight ring that hinds
'her to him who 'has won her maiden
troth change it for a circlet of the
costliest diamonds? Not for worlds.
Harnitt's presents were princely. but
Ophelia tells us that
"Rich gifts wax poor when givers
prove unkinst"
One of the simplest violets that
"wifhered" when 'her "father died"
was more precious when Hamlet
loved her. Why, even Shylock would
not 'have parted with the turquoise
Leah gave him when he was a bache-
lor "Sot a wilderness of monkeys."
In those days of superstition the tnr-
cornice was considered a nressrvative
of truth; it sympathized with its nos-
gesso,. and became pale or faded in
times of sickness or sorrow
Shakespeare freptently alludes to
midi tokens. Tile rings that Portia
and 'Nerissa present to their be-
(hotbed -husbands play a conspicuous
part in the last act of "The Merchant
of Venice." King Edward gave to
Queen Alexandra as engagement ring
•-et with bery. erriarall ruby, topaz.
iasper and another emerald. all form-
ing the name "Bertie."
As the giving of the hand is a
pledge of amity and steadfastness.
the gift of a glove is often the pre-
cursor of the engagement ring. When
stub a gift is from the lady it Is one
that has been worn when her smitten
wooer accompanied her.
In giving me thy glove, thou
steal'st my heart.
'Rot of all gifts that lovers have de-
vised 'none are so graceful as flow-
era, and. thototh their old-time Ian-
has become obsolete, still their
meaning is quickly interpreted. A
young girl knows the difference be-
tween the bouquet of occasion and a
love posy. Btuns, next to Shakes-
peare, wrote some of the most deli-
cious love song's in our language—
take this:
There's not a pretty flower that
blows
But minds me of my Jeanne
(Yes, customs niter and fashion,"
cliaoge, ornaments once valued are
tlteown aside Toys that nleased the
child aro neglected by the maiden, is evidenced by The fact stitat some of all one must have fire with which ts•
and girlish' pastimes are scorned by the road's are preparing to carry it cook food and to keep warm, and. the
'twee' tixteen"--lhut it is not so with into effect when the other prOYisions saving much touch some other point .
love gifts; they never grow oldgaiph- of the law become effective. • Two cautions may be given people
•
ioned or out of date; memory and
appreciation hold fast there; and they
are hidden in some secret recess, and
hearts thrill and eyes moisted at their
touch.—Chicago Chronicle.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS.
The grandest and strongest natures
are ever the calmest. A fiery rest-
lessness is the symbol of frailties not
yet outgrown. The repose of powc
is its richest phase and its clearest
testimony.
If the practice of memorizing is to
produce a habit of remembering, it
will be best accomplished by select-
ing for that purpose only the most val-
WHEN THE INCOME IS SMALL
BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER.
It all depends on your idea of the
meaning of the adjective small as ap-
plied to an income.
I have known a couple who started
in life with what their friends though
flying colors. The man had a business
berth with a salary of $8000 a year
The man's wife went to housekeeping
with him in a beautiful house fur-
nished completely from roof to base-
ment by her liberal father. Her moth-
er agreed to give her all her clothes
uable knowledge and that which is just as when she had been a girl at
thoroughly comprehended. home. At the end of a year these two
There are many seasons in a man's people came to their respective par-
life—and the more exalted and re- erns and with tears and protestations
sponsible his station the more fre- declared that they could not live n
quently do those sleasons recur— town on the meager pittance of the
when the voice of duty and the die- husband's salary. Either they must
tates of feeling are opposed to each have twice as much money or else
other; and it is only the weak and the they must emigrate to some cheap
wicked who yield that obedience to country place. Parents proving inex-
the selfish impulses of the heart which orahle, the establishment in town was
is due to reason and honor., broken up and they betook themselves
Richard Cobden once speaking in to a rural environment. What became
his noble, upright fashion, asked, of them I never learned, or whether
thinking of a famous, successful and they discovered utopia in a cheap vii
unscrupulous stataesman, @wow will lage, if such a village there be under
it be with him when all is retrospect?" the blue canopy that stretches ovet
This is the great touchstone of life— our heads. .
how it looks when regarded through Extravagant peon:c can run throughall its long perspective at a time when immense sums w::liont mitich troubleits chief actor has little or no power It is only necessary to want every-to add to or improve the picture. I thing one sees, buy everything oneGive credit for good work, whether wants, take no care of anything, doit is eulogy or pudding, and confess nothing or-'- self and be wastefulthat success is doing well that which and improvident generally to achieveone undertakes. Duties as well at brilliant success in this direction.rights are to be considered, and it can All over this country there are peo-do no harm to- use as common every- pie who have solved the problem ofday sense just a little of that humility living comfortably on incomes thajust a trifle of that confession of weak range from ii800 or d000 to da000 aness and blundering which is mad year.
so unconditionally and on so large a The first tiling to be thought cif isscale on Sundays. There would he shelter. A place to protect one fromsmoother days and calmer spirits and the weather and to provide one's fam-lesse careworn faces in, return for it. I ily with the outside shell of that sweetA Face to Be Remembered— •! intangible thing we call home is theWealth and fame and high position initial requisite. The home being se-are often the signs of qualities com-f. lected, its furnishing comes next; thismanding MIT highest respect. They,
frequently speak of industry, econ 
may be simple or elaborate, costly or
orrry. skill, talent, intellect, wisdom 
inexpensive. It may be. as often is i
As such they are deserving of honor 
fully as artistic and fully as refined)
i
.y
' and beautiful when its cost has beenBut, when we honor them not as trifling as when large sums have beensigns, but as realities, not for what
absorbed in the item of upholstery, ofthey represent, but for what they are i chairs, tables, wall paper ard decora-when we crave them and struggle for,
very
them, and resolve to gain them at any'
price, even at the sacrifice of the 
tions.
If it be practicable to buit ! and own
one's home it is in the long run anqualities for which they stand, then
economical procedure .as in a few
years rent eats u pin actual cash a
sufficient amount to buy and wholly
pay for a comfortable home It is not
an unwise thing to have a mortgage
on the home to begin with if there iswill, when the hardy plant is rifted by
enough forethought and self-denial tothe thunderbolt, cling around it with
makeits caressing tendrills, and bind up its .y 
payments and reduce it annual-
until the house is altogether one'sIshattered boughs; so it is beautifully
ordered by Providence that woman,1 own'
who is the mere dependent and 
y, are taking the very life of respect
ability.
Woman—As a vine which has Ion.
twined its graceful foliage about th
oak and beets lifted by it in sunshine
ment of man in his happier hours A great deal of wasteful •xpenditure
should be his stay aod solace when is incurred by those who have the ton-
smitten with sudden calamity, 
windiagtprevalent American habit -f frequent-
herself into the rugged recesses of
s changing their resieenees. At
his nature, tenderly supporting the times this tendency almor. indicates a
and diseased social restlessdrooping head and binding up the 
morbid
broken heart. ness. People move apparently only
t n try another house o narother streetIndecision—Of the many causes
which hinder men from attaining 
sue-, 'hen there is not the lea=t advantage
cecs. indecision is undoubtedly one 
gained by the change and ,(wisiderable
of the most potent. Without any de- 
money and strength are lost in the
needle's removal.termined course marked out for 
therni 
selves, youth launch out Into the great 
People who make a stil.'y of it and
more upon who have very 
small ,ocomes onocean of life, depending 
which to draw, ha,ve assr-ed me thatchance' than any fixed- laws whereby
a definite result may be obtained. 
—es, can live best to purchasing
Thinking today perchance to amass 
household supplies in vers. small quan-
tity. In Paris, where fr- ,ality is re-a fortune through some particular
auced to its lowest term the house-channel, they tomorrow diverge from s 
,
hot lder buys a tiny pat of • utter, a sin-it for some other. So they pass their 
lives, continually varying, always dis-i" chop 
or a single egg t seed. In-i 
America a great deal is thrown awayconted with the present, and ever
for the reasonlooking to the future for brighter that too mi. b was orig-
inally bought. A houss keeper whodays which thehir indecisioa does not
warrant them to expect. tided her family over a' particularly
A Sndle—Nothing on earth can difficult crisis in its affairs, told me
smile but the races of man. Gems
may flash reflected light. but what i
a diamond flash comnared with an
eye-flash and birth-flash' Flowers cal
not smile This is a charm which
even they can not claim. Birds can
not smile; or can any living thing.
it is theh prerogative of man. It is
the color which love wears, and
cheerfulness and joy—these three. Ti
is the light in the window of the fare,
by which the heart signifies to fath-
er. husband and friend that it is at
home and waiting. A face that can
not smile is lilt* a bud that can not
blossom and- dries up on tile stalk.
that she knew precisely how many
notatoes to cook for a family of four,
how many snornsfuls of coffee should
be used in a week. and how many,
lumps of sugar. It must have been
rather a rtrain to calculate 'so closely,
as she did, but her husband arid (+HO
dren had enough to eft and made a
good appearance when they went rel
spectively to business and to school '
and they got over their troubles and
swept triumphantl yforward into 6-.;
nancial ease A family in the neigh-
borhood with three times their in-
come, but none of their managemient
were always on the ragged edge of,
distress, and were. at last sold out byLaughter is day, and sobriety is night;
the sheriff.aand a smile is the twilight that hoy-I
Fuel is always expensive and is theers gently between both, and is more
bewitching than either. one feature that resists ahe careful
manager. In winter we cannot freest,'
and in most parts of this. country weHepburn Law Goes Into Effect on have plenty of cold weather. It the'
Aug. 28. provoking nature of fire to burn nerced
- • -• ly on a lint day,and to smolder or
Washington, Aug. 25 —Present in- give out only a little heat on cold'
terstate railroad rates must remain day. Many a time the bea'ds of the
absolutely unchanged' until Sept. 'house feel as if the shovels of coal
The Hieptrwrn law, going into effect that rattle into the furnace i nwinter
Atm. A, automatically accomplished
this result. Under the Hepburn act
no rate can be changed short of thir-
ty days notice.
The new law will take effect next is scarcelse as economy because he-
week without accomplishing an int- ing in the control' of heartless monop-
mediate revolution. olies the householder is alamost (ter-
The anti-pass provision of the act tam n to be presented with a bill that
is not effective until Jan, r. The rail- surprises him by its size and extent,
toad attorneys have privately declared and against the payment of which it
they can drive a each and four' is vain to protest. On the whole, tl•el
through it—if they want to. That stinting, paring end
they do not really desire tp do so: applied somewhere else. To evs • !
are menacing their very life. since'
coal is never cheap and burns awayl
like mad once the match and' the
kindlinis wood have set it fEni n g: Gas
who would live well on a small in-
come. Economize in the matter of
the wardrobe. A great deal of money
is needlessly frittered away on dress.
It is by no means essential to be al-
ways at the height of the fashion. A
good cut of dress or coat should last
two or three seasons instead of one.
They who understand economy and
who pay cash often do well by shop-
ping a little out of season. Women
are by no means the only transgress-
ors in this way. Mien are often as ex-
travagant as their wives, when the af-
fair of expenditure concerns clothing.
Cut down the feminine folly of
wasting money on soda water and
chocolate creams, cut down ,too, the
masculine folly of cigars and cigar-
ettes. Put the money spent for these
indulgences in the savings bank and
you will soon have a margin for the
rainy day.
Avoid running accounts. They are
perfectly safe and a very great con-
venience if one's income is fixed and
large. If it be. on the other hand.
small and uncertain, there is no sense
in buying what one cannot at the mo-
ment pay for. Trades people charge
nercentage for the privilege of cred-
it The customer would be amazed
should he stop to compute the interest
he pays for the accommodation given
him by the butcher or the baker who
civilly waits sixty or ninety days for
the settlement of a bill that would bet-
ter have been paid, at 'the latest, cad
Satturday night.
Everything depends after all o
the standard of living. One perso
may live well and save on what i
impossible to another because the oth-
er has not thought it worth while to
regard the homely virtue of good
management and the practice of wit
economy as prudent and desirable
A MAN IS Aff OLD
AS HIS ARTERIES
(Philadelphia Press.) 
Dr Abut? regtns professor of
ic at Cambridge, England, lays down
the rule that a man may play football
until thirty; hockey on thirty-five;
cricket, to forty; rowing and lawn ten.
nis, to sixty, and gold all his life.
Lawn tennis a woman may play to
forty-five and in general carries about
a ten-year handicap compared with
man.
Round figures like these in regard
to the age of active exercise wholly
omit the fact that the real question in
each case is the condition of a man't
heart and arteries. "A man is as old
as his arteries" With some men the
heart hardens by thety-five or forty
and by fifty-five, no matter how.
young they look, they are old. Some
more fortunate and often more care-
ful keep at fifty-five or sixty a heart
an darteries which. are ten years
yoariger.
The exercise which a man can take
safely depends upon this and nothing
else. If a man wishes to keep his
heart and arteries young he will drink
nothing, or at the utmost one glass of
wine or one mug of 'beer at (Inner;
he will smoke little; he it'll take a
little exercise every day; he will take
much in his vacation and he will avoid
every strain.
A single run for a train may do ai
man's heart more serious injury than
six months' playing of lawn tennis
against a man fairly his match., or a
mile or two of rowing every day all'
summer. Up to thirty, save in the
unfortunate men who have weak
hearts or have been fools enough to
go in for sprinting, jumping and oth-
er track. athletics, causing a specific
heart strain, a man can do what he
likes With his heart and arteries. From
thirty to fifty he can use them tem-
perately at almost any game without
over-strain. By forty-five or fifty, if
a man really wishes to have a good
heart and. be able to be active in his.
sixties, he will get the advice of a
physician as to the condition of hig
art-res and his heart and govern him.
self iccordingly.
If they are hardening, ho will keep
at stt'ady exercise, hut he will stop
runnUtt upstairs, sprinting for trains
or playing any game which quickens
his pulse over fifteen or twenty beats.
If his heart and arteries art loll elas-
tic he will keep them so by judicious
exercise (the heart needs exercise like
any other muscle), but a '0 every tiva
years after forty-five he will be in-
creasingly careful how he "pumps
himself' by a sudden strain.
As for set ages which apply to alt
alike, this is unmitigated nonsense
though all the "regisis professors" in
the university solemnly asserted it.
"A man is as old as his arteries." no
older and no younger.
It is said of William R Norman
the auctioneer, who died recently, that
he wai responsible more th^n any
other man for stripping the Suth of
its old furniture. His auction room
was a clearing house for ancestral ma-
hogany from below Mason and D1/4-
on', line, and to look about while a
sale was in progress was to Sono •c
mind all the glamor of before-the-
war hospitality
Swamis.
A western man has been. credited*
with saying that if he owned a news-
paper he wouldn't know what to
with 
ever 
He's probably the only manver
who thought that way.
Have Y
Started?
savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
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lug both for $250 from H. L. Stout,
a wealthy breeder of Dubuque.
Williams bred, these mares, both
• oi which were by lat‘mbrino B
oy, to
sons of George Wilkes, mating one
ot them w th Jay Bird and the other
with William L. In the spring of
ISM they produced two colts. one of
which was Axtell, while the other
was Alterton.
Trained by his amateur owner.
Axtell developed sensational speed
when only a years old, gaining a
tecord of $2:23 at that age. In tau
following campagn he lowered the
world's record for 3-year-olds four
times in succession, and finally elec-
trified the horse world by trotting a
mre to high wheel sulky in 2:12,
which was then the best time on rec-
antl for a stallion of ̀ any age.
The performance took place at
Terre Haute. on Oct. it, 1880 and
in the evening after it was made Andy
Welch and John E. Madden offered
Williams floi.000 for his colt. The
countryman refused to sell, but later
the same night he accepted an offer
of $tos.000, made by Budd Doble on
behalf of a syndicate, the other mem-
bers of which were M. Ijams. Mr.
Moran. A. E. Brush, of Detroit. and
Col. John • W. Conley, of Chicag3.
The price was then the highest on
record and the sale caused a sensa-
tau. a
IN THE PUBLIC EYE.
AXTELL
SIOMANTIC STORY OF POOR
YOUNG MAN—BRED COLTS
WORTH Sass,000.
One. Axtell, the First Trotting Horse
Ever Sold for Szos,000,
Died Recently.
Terre Haute, Ind., Aug. 25.—Aatelh
2:12, the first trotting horse ever sold
for $105,000 and the sire of more than
too trotters and pacers in the 2:30
1st died at Warren Park Stock farm
of spasmodic cohc. He was owned
by W. P. Ijams, president of the
Amer can Trotting association, and
Frederick T. Moran, of Detroit. 
Axtell's origin and early history
lora. (ale oi the most romantic chap-
ters an the anna's of the light harness
horse. C. W. Williams, who bred
lima, which works with the larger
body, was held at the capitol today,
with President A. M. Eaton of Rhode
Island in the chair. The cornmiseion-
ers prepared numerous recommenaa-
tions to make to the association.
These coacern bills of lading, insur-
ance, trade lmarkia ,and ctopyrights.
The meeting of the bar association
proper will be calkd to order Wed-
nesday morning by the president,
Geo. R. Peck of Chicago.
BARKEEPER AS POLICE
CHIEF PUTS ON THE LID.
Not a Single Saloon in Wayland,
Mich., Dares Violate the Law.
iWayland. Mich., Aug. 25.—A week
ago William Plockstead, in white
apron, was taking in the nickels over
the (bar for lager beer. Today he is
chief of police of Wayland and has
clamped down the lid so ltight that
not a .single beer sold .artcr hours
nor a single saloon dares open its
doors on Sunday.
him, was a telegraph operator at 111. 1 The bartender was 
suddenly con-
dependence, la., in Ms, and, Vj vetted and quit his job, declaring he
a:teed a little money, he invested in would devote his life to the 
interest
two cast-off trotting bred mares buy- of law and order. Plocks
teaci asked
the mayor to make him chief of po-
lice and mapped out his plans for en-
forcing the closing laws. The coun-
cil unanimanaly confirmed his ap-
pointment. Without waiting to don
his uniform the exehartender chief
personally notified the saloonkeeper
proprietors in Wayland that the ;id
was on, and on to stay.
FORECAST
OF NEWS OF THE COMING
WEEK TOLD IN PAR-
AGRAPHS.
The Home-Corning of Bryan Will Be
Big Event—Due to Reach New
York Wednesday.
Wkishingtan. Aug. 25.—The home-
coming of William J. Bryan promises
to be the big event of the coming
week. Mr. Bryan and party are pas-
sengers On the ateamahip Princess.
Irene. whioh is due to reach New
York Wednesday. in order to allow
time for any delay the arrangements
committee has decided to hold the
big demonstration in honor of Mr
Bryan in Madison Square Garden
Thursday night. The affair will be
attended by lea ling Democrats from
every part of the country and the
demonstastion, with the attendant
Sir Charles Hardinge, Not Yet so _..peechee of !Ir. !loran and others
reganksd as of of much palitical sig-
nificance. Mr Bryan is expected to
visit several points East before go-
ing to his home in Lincoln.
• At Sea Girt, N. J., the round-up of
abarpatiooters will begin for the an-
nual championship contests with ri-
fle and carbine, revolver and pistal.
tinder the auapises of the Natiasial
Board for the Promotion of Rifle
Practice and the National Rifleasso-
ciation. The colitest will last two
wee Ids
The new railroad rate law ie sched-
uled to go into effect next Tuesday.
It is expected that it will be some
weeks. however, before all the provi-
sions of the measure become oper-
ative.
The American Bar association will
begin its twenty-ninah annual meet-
ing in St Paul next Wednesday. As
usual, an interesting program of ad-
dresses by men of national premi-





Has Seen Much Service.
London, Aug. 25.—Sir Charles Har-
ding.. e..114oe presence at the recent
meetrig of King Edward and Em-
peror William led to the general con-
clottinn that the conference of the two
rulers was of deep political signifi-
cance. is a man with whom even the
British public is but little acquanted.
Yet as the permanent under secretary
of theh foreign office he is really the
man who carries on the foreign affairs
of the country.
Thongh he is not yet so years old
Sir Charles has seen much diplomatic
service In his early career he served
for a time as secretary of the British
legation at Washington. lie was act-
ing agent and consul general at Sofia
from 1887 to 1891, first secretary of le-
gation at Teheran from 1896 to 1898
and at St. Petersburg from 1898 to
soos. He enjoys the fullest confi-
dence of King Edward' and during
the pain few years has invariably aa.-
companied hi; majesty on his conti-
nental trips.
FIRST OFFICIAL IkAP
Of the State of Oklahoma Is Issued
by Land Office.
Washington, D. C., Aug. as.—The
first official map of the proposed state
of Oklahoma was today issued by the
general land office. The map, pre
pared by Frank Bond, chief of the
drafting division of the land office
shows the new %tat, as it will appear
officially The dividing line between 
The Futurity, one of theh great turf
Oklahoma and the Indian Territory 
events of the year, will be decided -it
has been eliminated
the Sheepshead Bay course on Satur-
The map shows that Oklahoma and 
day.
Indian Territory have never been di-
sided into counties. Recording dig
_ "HELLO" GIRLS WIN STRIKE
tricts thirty in nurnaer, take the place
of the counties in tae Indian Territory Not Compel
led to Use Alley Entrance
and one of the duties of the coaatitu--
tional convention will be to give these
recordina dioricts up-to-date 'Ameni
can county names. There is a 'great
demand for tacit maps. but they are
all to be sold.
JURY IS DISCHARGED.
'Could Not Agree in Case ef an Al-
leged Springfield Lyncher.
Springfield, Mb., 'Aug 25.—he jury
in the case of Rots Galbraith, the
alleged lynching mob leaaer, reported
at c o'clock this aiternonn they were
unable to agreed and were discharged
by tlie court
Congressman Burleson Renamed.
Austin, Tex., Aug. 25—Congress-
man Albert S Burleson was renont-
inntert for another term at the Demn-
cratic conareasional convention of the
Tenth dictriet. held here today. Crier-
gresstraii Riirleson had no opposition
in the primaties.
National Negro Business
of which Booker T. Wash;ne-
preeident, will hold its sev-
enth annual meeting in Atlanta, be-
ginning Wednesday.
The Republican state convention of
Wyoming will assemble at Casper
Wednesday to name candidates for
governor and other state offices.
Vice .President Fairbanks and oili-
er men of note will take part in exer-
cises to be held at Oaawatomie. Kai
on Thursday in celebration of the :if-
tieth anniversary of John. Brown's
fight.
to Telephone Building.
Chicago. Aug. 24.--The 13.500 tele-
phones put.out of business Thursday
by the strike of 350 "hello" girls re-
fused to use an alley entrance to the
telephone building in Washington
street were in working order today,
the girls having won their point, tem-
porarily that they be allowed to use
the Washington street entrance. The
girls objected to the at ey because of
the presence of several saloons whose
doors opened thereon and they were
compelled to listen to ribald jests
from drunken men and women.
Racing at Windsor.
Windsor, "Ont., Aug. 25.—The rac-
ing -meeting was begun here today
finder conditions that point to * sac-
eessful meeting. The meeting is un-
der the auspices of the Canadian cir-
ca t which will. follow the sixteen




WILL VISIT AMERICA AGAIN
THIS FALL.
Has Been Identified With the Irish
Cause for Many Years—A Bril-
liant Writer.
London, Aug. 25.—T. P. O'Connor,
familiarly known as "Tay Pay," is
shaping his. affairs so as to spend sev-
eral weeks in America this fall. Mr.
O'Connor is no stranger to America.
He has toured' extensively throughout
the United States and Canada and en-
joys an intimate acquaintance with
public men and affairs on the other
side of the Atlantic. His visit 13
CS•-•clh.r will he in the interest of the
United Irish League of Great Britain,.
of which he is president. Mr. O'Con-
nor 'has been identified wih the Irish
cause for many years, and, as is quite
natural under the circumstances, there
are many in public life who are his
bitter opponents But there is. noae
to gainsay his wide personal popu-
larity or his ability as a parliamentar-
ian and journalist. It is said of him
that he has written history, fiction,
essays, political science and biogra-
phy with equal fascination and charm.
He waasfotinder of the London Star,
Sun, Weekly Sun, M. A. P.. T. P.'s
Weekly and P. T. 0., the last aamed
being his latest venture. For many
years, he is said to have written an
average of 35o,000 words annually,
which is equivalent to several vol-
ii
O'Connor will be accompanied
by his wife, who is almost as well
known as her husband. Mrs. O'Con-
nor is a TeX2+z woman. She is- a bril-
liant playwright, and when on the
stage was a charming actress. As a
hostess she also is celebrated, and
those who are members of the circle
of friends who gather at the enter-
ta;nments at the O'Connor homeire









Avenue State bank have been paid
a 20 per cent dividend. The regular
dsstribution began at 9 a. m.
Only 5,000 depositors will be nod-
tied today and the mailing of the
not ces will continue tomorrow and
next day. This is to prevent over-
crowding at the bank.
As it 'is too pciicemen were or.
guard at the bank when the doors,
opened.
Legal Lights Meet in St. Paul.
St. Paul. Min n. , Aug. 2c.—The
members of Oa American Bar As-
sociation began to arrive in the city
today to attend the twenty-ninth an-
nual mee-sing of he aassociation.
There were no bands nor banners to
announce the coming of the many dis-
tinguished guests. The delegates
came without badges or button-. It
is a notable lot of men who will de-
liberate on affairs of the legal frater-
nity during the coming week in this
city. The annual conference of the
tionwnissioners Ion uniform state
A BeautifulWoman
Of course, everybody has a definite
notion of what constitutes beauty in
w omen.
Oae will maintain that a beauty is
known by her complexion. That a
woman wit a blemish or one whose
skin is not clear could not possibly be
ccnsidered beautiful.
Another is just as firm in her can-
viction that a beauty is known by her
figure, that such a thing as a fat wom-
an *sting beautiful is impossible, and
that awkwardness is not only intekr.
able, but a downright crime.
Then there are case who claim that
no matter how ordinary are face aull
figure, if a woman carries her head
Nvell, does not toss or, stiffen her neck
but holds her head well back, she can
not but 'resent a beautiful picture
Others say that the hair is all 1m-
:sort:Int: that it must be glossy and
elegantly ard neatly dressed.
That it. color must he clear
pnre,
necessary to discover the causes of
plainness and remove them.
'Every woman owes it to herself and
the world in general to make herself
as attractive as possible.
She must spare no pains to over-
come her physical defects. She should
keep 'her complexion. fresh and whole-
some. For any woman of ordinary
circumstances of comfortable living
there is no excuse for an unlovely
skin. The complexion is made or
marred by the food we eat, is helped
by the highly hot facial bath and by
proper exercise.
She should learn to carry herself
well and make the most of her fig-.
tire. There is no vanity in doing all
this—just a normal desire to appear to
the best advantage.
She should remember that, while
everyone admires a pretty face, in the
end neatness, daintiness, health and
sweetness count for a lot more.
She mast remember that a goad
complexion ,lustrous eyes or a straight
figure will, not make her attractive if
ANNOUNCEMENT
of Importance.
DOC GORDON, the new boo k by Mary E. Wilkins, will be
on sale about September 3rd. Ti will be one of the greatest
books of the year, and we trim off ft from the regular fr.so
price. aur price will be 50 cents and t will be on sale in
Paducah only at our store.
HARBOUR'S KOK DEPARTMENT
Book, Music and Stationery Sellers for the People.
an - 4
GIVES BABY BANK ACCOUNTS
Miaine Man Starts One for Every
•
..IS
she is not sweet and thoughtful and The financial world has surely not
charitable, hitherto had much startling news to
She must by her graciousness of chronicle of Thomas Dins-more, of
manner and goodness of heart make Palermo, Kennebec county, Maine,
people see only her charms. I says the American Banker. That 
gen-
She must remember that, if she tleman has not surprised
 the commu-
hasn't health, if her complexion is un- hith into throes of ad
miration 'by the
sightly, her figure bent an demaciat_ establishment o
f hero funds nor the
eels her pretty clothes must count for founda
tion of any libraries. He has
naught.
not 'been identified with any huge cor-
She must train herself to see the 
poration engaged in conering the
cheerful side of life, even the funny 
earth, for the earth's good, no doubt;
nor has he purchased highly priced
side of mishaps she cannot help. To works of art and presented them to
a austrangle complaints with lgh, a an ungrateful country that insists
cheery laugh, is good for the beauti- upon his paying duty on. the gifts.
tying of heart and brain and clears .
the mists from the eyes of faith. 
But in a way Mr. Dinsmore seems fa
to have cornered. all the praise and 
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
She must remember that everyone
likes to see a pretty, well groomed. 
gratitude in his locality, and he cer- For other information 
apply to jas
tainly has a monopoly in his particta laoger, superintendent; Frank L
cheery, sweet dear woman and that lar industry. - Brown, agent
no one cares, has even a glance, for A
the other kind. 
t present he is engaged busily in
presenting new bankbooks showing a
She should know that it is a fine five dollar deposit to each new baby Excursion
thing to be beautiful, but it's a deal which arrives in his community
. ft
more important to be young in heart will be seen at once that thi
s is not
And that th•s remendous desire to only excellent 
for the banks and fine The Ki'ver
look sweet and pretty rests entirely for the babies,
 but it will in all like-
with herself—that it is no trifling mat- lihood pre
vent any appreciable ten-, Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
ter, neither is it absurd or sotneting 
dency toward race suicide. 'RETURN, continous passage $am:
of which one should he ashamed. 
i Some time ago Mr. Dinsmore be- Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
gan the practice of presenting every ,
She must remember to be cheerful 
berth included.
and she will forget to be unhappy 1 
school graduate with a new bankbook I. 
and one dollar. The good work of
necessanl • limited '
. ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
She should know that it is a big this gentleman i





SU Uligll '% u ering. She must learn country's need. Not by railingi
that happiness, too, can teach lessons agartst capital and capitalists. nor!
of five or over faso each, without
weals; fra.00 with meals.
one never forgets. I preaching equality and the equal dis-, 
Good music on all the boats. F07
She must remember to heap appi- tr?bution of property will the evil 
urher particulars see
ness on her friends and she will be huge money concentration be reined
surprised to find how many frag- died. By teaching foresight and ju-I 
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
i or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pees
ments cling to herself. dicious saving to the children and in-,
She should know that soap and wa- culcating a spirit of desire of pos-1 
agent Phone 33.
ter and the right kind of thoughts session in the beginning of their edsl 
are the foundation beautifiers and that ucation he will do more toward hisi
the rest don't count for much after creasing the average wealth -of 
the, S DABNEY
all people than any otoher project y
et
She must remember not to exhaust Put forth. 
herselfand use up all her nervous en- Massachusett
s, a fairly conservative,
ergy over petty cares. She should state, 
calculates that its people save
on an average of 33 cents a weekknow that every time she loses coil-
each. The abs-urdity of such -a figure
trot over her nerves she is taking fresh
steps down the path that leads to pre-
in the face of the extremely high rate
mature old age.
of wages is patent to every sensible
Sh must learn not to potter, but 
person. It is 'high time that the Citi-
zense  o fthe country began to realiae
work when she works, and rest when that more economy, thrift and indus-
she rests, to put her work .sway and try on their part would change the
play when she plays. conditkans which they consider a dan-
She most not fret or worry, or get to the nation. Careful considera-
nurse trouble. lion of the subject will show 'that
She lmows that such pernicious hab- them qualities are what made the
its work much evil with her quest for other man's fortune for the most part.
beauty. And then when she comes to Therefore, of vital use to the mental,
know thoroughly that a fair and lumi- moral and financial condition of the
nous aoul makes its body beautiful coming generation is the good work
she as learned perfectly what consti- M. Dinsmore is doing in 
Maine
tntes lasting beauty in a woman.-1 among chhiren. Teach them 
that. a WITH CRUSHED — STRAW.
Philadelphia Press, harelcbook is a sign of
 respectability. BERRY. PEACH. PINEARPLE or
Decrease the tendency to squander CHERRY,. IS BETTER.
the whole of the income on luxuries
without regard to future needs and
Always chew your food thorough- possible wants, and the socialistic as
ly. Buy your food fresh; keep it well as the monetary conditions of the
country will ehow an immediate im:fresh; prepare it tastefully.
Cook meat thoroughly, but don't pravement.
overcook it.
Don't buy bad food because it Congre
ssman Kennedy Renamed.• is
cheapa 
Omaha, Neb., Auy. 25.-:-Congress-
't serve food on a dirty table man John L. 'Kennedy was nominatedDo 
for another term today by the Repub-
it is not lioans of the Second Nebraska dis-
trict. There was no opposition.




Don't eat decaying fruit
Don't fry all your meat;
the healthiest way to cook it.
of beat; use them for soap.
Don't serve vegetables underdone ''"1411111PORMIGIMIN
IMPIIMIMIIMINZIP-
as they are hard. to digest.
Always drink milk slowly.
Drink as small a quantity of liquid
with your meals as possible.
arrea Drink plenty of water between
not clouded or mottlech ant hat meals.
of course, there must not be the Boil and strain
slightest suspicion of b'each in it. is not pure.
Few Wofnen, they say are beautiful 'Don't drink cold water
enough to rely upon a perfectly plain
coiffure. That upon her 'coiffure
more than anything else depends a
woman's good looks.
That a beautiful mode of hair dress-
ing will transform a -woman like a
touch of the fairies from unattractive
plainness; to a genuine beauty and
that it is the duty of every woman
who cares for her looks to consult a
professional hair dresser at times toe
hints on the best coiffure for her.
The beauty of the eye, its coloring.
form, the eyelases, the shape of the
eyebrows are held to be more im-
portant than all else by some. Then
again the beauty of the hands is deem-
ed more important by others.
But after all what constitutes .reel
beauty is the ability to brh-- out
good points and gloss over the poor.
ditinking water if i
when you
are very hot or perspiring freely.
Don't drink water with ice in it.
Don't drink alcoholics.
Don't let the children fill their
stomachs with soda water and sweet-
ened' drinks.
Don't drink water that as stood un-
covered in a room
Don't drink water that has been
standing in lead pipes.
Don't let tea stand in the teapot.
Tea that has been allowed to "draw"
is unwholesome
Sweet cider as sold in saloons often
contains a large percentage of alco-
hol Avoid it.
Fresh air is , as nrcessary as food
Keep monis well ventilated
Exercise thrityln "the open air when
Don't allow any had odors from
boIc aboutones • n s. Tar age es gut
ters
/1; ;To acquire' the art ti beauty it it --our house.
Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock which
is not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it hack and either let
us give you a new one for it








St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack."
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion ort of Paducah.
8.00 For the Round Trip - toTennessee river & refer
It is a trip of pleasure, coratot
and rest; good service, good tabl
















Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are









At Register Building, 523 Broadway
JAMES E WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
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Entered at the Postoffice of Paadn-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.




Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should, report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
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We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah: subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, Septenvber
20.
We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYBAR
7., a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
ton of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
so.
Sunday Morning, August 26, 1906.
The Right of Petition.
Under the constitutions of the state
and nation the people cannot be de
nied the right of petition.. :Both in-
struments specifically provide that the
people shall have the right to be heard
by petition to their representatives.
The right of petition is termed a con-
tstitutional right. Of what value is that
right if a few so-called representatives
can refuse to consider it? Either that
constitutional provision means that the,
people shall be heard and granted a
reasonable request, or the right is not
worth the paper on which it is writ-
ten. We believe that it means SOale-
thing. and so firmly convinced are we
of it that the Register has sought
legal advice on the subject and a very
prominent attorney of the city sus-
tains us in the view we take.
The editor of this paper is an
American citizen, and believes that in-
dividuals possess some rights that no
two or three men in a legislaitiae or
any other board can ignore. A'
ly number Of citizens of Paducah
some months ago petitioned the gen-
eral council of this city to submit the
question of voting hoods for a water
and light plant to the people, in order
that the voters' tif this city might
EXPRESS themselves on the ques-
tion. Four aldermen have ignored the
petition of the people and arbitrarily
refuse to permit the peopkt to express
themselves on the matter. Such ac-
tion on their part is an outrage. They
insolently declare that the people of
this city shall not be given a reason-
able privilege—the privilege of mere-
ly expressing their Will on a subject.
Such things in a free country where
*le people are supposed to rule is
enough to make every tnie citizen in-
dignant. Aldermen Patffier, Starks,
Hubbard and Ben deny the people of
this city the right to express their
sentiments. Those four men put their
will shove the. thousands of this city
and insolently deny the people a con-
stitutional privilege. Do. thiy, get their
ideas of jovernment from America O're
do they. get them from Russia? Do
those four men—Palroer,karkvi. Hub-
bard and Bell—proPtose to say that
the people of this city are not, capable
of determining what they want? Do
they mean, to stand beforelV 'peo-
ple and :ay. "We serve the owners ot
the electric light oanmany and the
water company," or do they propose
to serve the people? How. can they
serve the people when they refu4 to




to the legal advice that
we have received, if the constitution
mean' anything it mean thairit,vepreo
'tentative body cannot deny pie pee,-
ple the right to express theniselves on
question; and, if that be correct,
then any number of citizens.cas force
such men as Palmer, Starks, Muh.
bard and Bell to obey their (tell* of
office by applying to a .court of com-
petent jurisdiction for a mandamus.
It would cost the city of Paducah
nothing to give the voters tIti privi-
lege of voting on the question; and
even if it did, Messrs. Palmer:Starks,
Hubbard and Bell would nothhaye to
Mos to Quo Up Paducah.
As Paducah has received a good
cleansing, from a sanitary standpoint,
the public may expect to see an ef-
fort made to cleanse the morals ot
the city. The people of this city—
both good,' bad and indifferent—are
doing some serious thinking, and, it
we are any judge of what is behind
the indications, all that is needed to
make a ekkari *seep in this city is for
someone to take the lead.
When drinking men come out flat-
footed and say a curb should he put
on many saloons in the city; when
men who occasionally gamble come
out and designate the places and men
who keep them and say those places
should he suppressed.; and when men
wilM visit the shady resorts 'of the
city say the liberty given those people
is a nwpace to the city, it means that
the time is at hand to call a halt.
For twenty-five years the redlight
district has flourished in the heart ot
the city, and everyone says that it is
a disgrace and should be wiped out.
A twenty-five-year talk on the subject
has resulted in. making the authbrities
indifferent about those places and
seenes that would put the demimonde
of France to shame are enacted in
the ,heart of Paducah. The authorities
have heard so much talk that they
have concluded that the desire to sup-
press those places is nothing huCtalk.
A quarter of a century seems to us
to be long enough to talk the matter
over, and we venture to say that
twenty-five days of action will clean
out the entire district from one end
to the other. We have heard men
with property .interests near-by say:
cannot afford to take a prominent
part in the matter." Well, if they
cannot afford to stand out in the open
to fight an evil, they can at least af-
ford to submit to it.
the' trouble With the good people
of Paducah s they are too busy chas-
ing the dollar to devote any time to
moral reforms. They meet a friend
or a neighbor and deplore the moral
conditions, and earnestly hope to see
a change. When they part each is in
'hopes that the other will take it up.
If those people had the moral cour-






go to work and per-
towards relieving the
situation further danger and pesti-
lence was averted.--1When Mr. Good
Citizen makes up his mind to quit
.skulking and grabs up a broom or a
s&tvel the town will get a good moral
cleansing, and he will be surprised to
see how many fellows are standing
around ready to hit a lick for decency
and morality. Somehow or other we
have never gotten the idea that the
people who profit by conditions in the
redlight district intend to shut up
shop of their own accord and for-
sake a field where they seem to have
full license to debauch and ruin the
youth of the city. Nor are we of
the opinion that the authorities will
manifest any eagerness to get busy
until they first see trouble brewing.
The gambling hells in Paducah are
about as free and easy as those places
ever get to be since the ruining towns
clamped on the lid and made such
places retire to the upper rooms. At
least fifty well-dressed men hang
around Fourth and. Broadway
have not performed an honest day's
work in years. Within a block of
that CO'rner are the rooms where the
young men of the city are cleaned out
of their mOney, and some older ones,
too, are often given a touch of high
life in some of thotz swell quarters.
Just one raid by the police through
that locality, with a visit to Third and
Second streets, too, will send a lot
of gatnblers out of town or to Eddy-
vile. However, back of them are
men of means, who secure handsome
rentals for the property. and if the
dragnet waiild take in that bunch, too,
Paducah would be rid of its greatest
curse.
What- is needed is men with back-
bone and grit; those kind of men gen-
erally have hrains, and while they
might stand ready to clean up the
town they have too much contempt
for those who clamor for reform and
retreat at the first shot to waste any
time in fighting their battles for them.
If the good people of this city have
the nerve to get together and to
who
"Members of the affiliated busines%
men's aFsociations met at No. ttali
Chestnut street last night and took
up the. matter of installing a mnimniri-
pal light plant. The committee,
Christian Brinkop and George P
Driemeyer, made it.. report and in
substance recommended that the city
comptroller he requested to pet aside
at once the sum of $140,000, which he
is authorized to retain each year, to a
total equaling the amount that would
no wbe on hand had such amount
been set aside annually since Febrn-
ary. roo3.
"This would amount to eem000. I Wants an Explanation.
'It was also reported that a mu-
nicipal light plant. covering the pres-! Parlerah, Ky.. 
Aug. 25, too&
ent arc and incandescent electric light' Daily Register: 
Citizens of the
diptr:ct, greatly enlarged beyond :ta Sixth ward want to be 
informed why
present bounds. could he erected and it is that their 
representatives in the
pay 'the bill; tile '-e7iTestrs'r  V7igifriii."Va7c'EW..trgPts ti-hiy.777tiv\iten the
borne by the people. If the peoplet disaster overtook Sou Francisco
vote down the proposition, that would l some months ago hundreds of able-
settle the matter for the present, 4t1 bodied men shirked their duty, and
least; if, on the other hand, they the military reached forth its
voted, the bond issue, as they have a . and at the point of
perfect right to do, they would ex-,
pect to foot the bill.
Palmer, Starks, Hubbard and Bell
are perfectly willing to occupy places
created and controlled by the people,
where they are supposed to carry out
the wishes of the people, yet they ar-
rogate to themselves the right to
'stand above the very people who
elected them and treat their petition
with contempt. Such conduct de-
serves the severest condemnation.
Water and Lights Versus Parks.
The handful of men who are in fa-
vor of the issue of $100,000 of bonds
for parks say that the act of the legis-
lature makes it compulsory for the
city to provide money for parks. In
the first place, the legislature of Ken-
tucky is not running Paducah, that
matter being in the hands of the citi-
zens. Let the legislature run the
state's business and the people of this
city will take care of their own af-
fairs. When the people of Paducah
reach the point where they cannot
govern this city, they will box up
the charter and sent it to Frankfort,
with the request that the legislature
take charge of its affairs; but, until
then, the majority or the citizens ot
Paducab will insist oa local self-
government. When the legislature
gave Paducah a charter it meant that
Paducah was qualified to conduct .ts
own affairs, and until the second-class
cities ask the legislature to take a
hand in the:r affairs the legislature
will kindly keep hands off; but if it
persists in putting in. then the courts
should be asked to take a hand.
When the voters of Paducah have
been given the opportunity to vote on
bonds for water and lights, it will
then be tve enough to talk about
voting bonds for parks. W'ater and
lights will give the city an income.
while parks are a dead expense.
The 'Register desires to see the city
possess several parks, but not if 'he
purchase of them will so burden the
city with bends as to preclude the
1possibility of the city ever owning a
water and a light plant.
*Cfans Willie has been here or—o-rt-y- Ifix
years usti go a substant'il 14. rtyl
R.holder stated to The ' i . that
this city is one of the cleanest c tits
in the country, and that for its size
and the fact that it is perfectly flat,
less cause exists fot complaint than
in any city he has ever v:sited. He
zays that Paducah has less' sickness
than any town of its sizt 'bid the doc-
tors have plenty of idle pme ox their
hands.
As we have often stated, the num-
ber of deaths in Paducah during tgo5
was less than it has been any year
for the past five year, although its
populat:on has increased at least
6,000 during that time. It is said that
less than one-half of the houses in
the sewer district are not connected
with the sewers, so we may attribute
the good health.of Paducah largely to
good sanitary condit ons on the sur-
face. There is room for more iin-
provement and it will be made, but
when any newspaper or person un-
dertakes to give this city the name
of being unhealthy they do not speak
the truth, and only make such state-
ments for a purpose.
CKET STORE
ttalatak-adeil-a4aaa**+tastataatetatitstsisitieial-al-lat-a4-t--Halaai-l-a-lal-at:-IaMalattiaat
mrrita4dopt.1 BARGA-11418 CAN NOW BE FOUND IN NEARLY
EVERY DEPARTMENT. WE ARE ALSO BRIGHTENING up •
DAILY WITH THE' EARLIEST FALL ARRIVALS.
Ladies' Shirt Waists
EVERY SHIRT WAIST IN T HIC HOUSE IS NOW ON SPE-.
CIAL SALE AT PRICES ALMOST UNHEARD OF FOR THE CHAR.:-
ACTER OF GOODS, STYLE, ETC THEY ARE ALL THIS SEASON'S
PATTERNS AND COME 'IN BOTH LONG AND SHORT SLEEVES.
THE PRICES RANGE FROM 38c TO $x.48. NO EXCHANGE.
Men's Goods---Shirts
WE HAVE REDUCED OUR ENTIRE LINE OF 75c SOFT
SHIRTS TO soc. OUR REGULAR LINE OF $1.00 FANCY WHITE.
SHIRTS IS THE BEST TO BE FOUND FOR THE MONEY.
WE ALSO HAVE A JOB LOT OF $hoo AND eir.5o SHIRTS TO
CLOSE OUT AT 85c. THESE ARE ALL NEW AND UP TO DATE
PATTERNS, AND COME IN BOTH LIGHT AND DARK COLORS--
Suspenders
The News-D-11
crossed, either intentionally or other-
4)0ra! got its wires
25c AND soc SUSPENDERS FOR tac A PAIR. THIS IS A JOB
wise, when it credits the general coun- LOT OF ASSORTED STYLES AND THE QUALITY OF WEB IS
ell with clearing the streets of ob-
stractons. That question was never QUITE EQUAL TO THAT FOUND IN A GREAT MANY FEGULAR
before th• eneral council, but we
have a distinct recollection of the
board of public works in its efforts
to keep the sidewalks clear of boxes
and barrels and the blocking of the
streets by building contractors, the
raising of awnings to the lawful
beight and the removal of unlawful
signs, meeting with considerable op-
position all along the line. 'The pres-
ent general council has a number of,
things to its credit, and aside from
its indulging in a partisan spirit and i
the refusal of the upper board to .
grant a petition from the people to
vote on lands for a water :ial light
plant, it compares very favor: with
its predecessors.
A speaker scoring extravagance
pointed to the fact that .,o0,000.000
dollars had been spent for aut
biles, and said the °wire!: had 'e-
duced their surplus capital tZiat much.
We fail to see his point. If people
who spend their money for antomo-
biles or any other luxury can afford
it. we fail to see any harm in it So
far as reducing the capital of those
people, they are the ones who stand
it. and what they part with goes into
stick together from the opening gun the hand's of others an di' kept in
until the last foe has been driven circulation. If people with money do
from the field, they get leaders and not spend it, how are thoro. who have
can clean up the city. 
no money to get hold of it If ev-
• ery man with a dollar in his pocket
or in a bank refused to spend it, hug-
linnicipal Ownership at Et. Iftmls: hies e would come to a dead stop. Ev-
St. Louis owns its water wories. and try &Mr expended in legitimate
the plant has proven to he a fine inichatinels hy men who ear aff rd t
is jir,t that much help to mankind.vestment. That city voted $3.000.000
for a municipal bridge across the Nlia-1
sissippi river. Several years ago that The editorial writtein by Mr. Wt-,
city eqahlished. a lighting plant 
so terson in Fridny's Courier-Journal
• and reproduced in this issue deals
furnish lights to several of the city .T with editors running for office. and
buildings, and the saving As that ex-i the veteran editor gives some good
pense in a few years has more than advice. A real editor who does not
paid the cost of the piant. l fear toispenk his mind is of far more
' value to the community . t which he
The city has a contract with a corn- byes when at labor in ; me editorial
pany to light the streets and the con- i MOMS than be could pos .ibly be tn,
tract will expire in about three years.' any office tO which he mi •ht be elect-
ed. He cannot fill both Paces at theat which time the city proposes to'
same time; and the feirletes editor
erect a million-dollar plant. not only 
stands but little chance to succeed ;n
to light the streets, but to furnish an election for the reason that too
commercial lighting as well. I many people hold grieva :es against
The St. Louis Republic of yestcr- him. While, as a rule. t'•e class the
day, in referring to the matter, said: "tOr ass allta(ollised have bet little
standing where they are lest known.




An English court pas just permitted
the heirs of a )(ming man who went
down in a sh p in, tR57 to "presume"
that he is dead. They have been
carrying him on the rolls for fifty
years a .471efeiY in soak.
equiriped for operation by two at 2 council have failed for mo
-e than a
coo ”ot exceeding $1.000.000. The year to secure the least
 improvement (
committee recommended' that the in °tit- ward. What is. the 
matter? No
board of public improvements 'he re- ward. in the city i., as ',inch 
neglected. I
quested to -,eepare at once an ordi. ed• Wle have had in the 
patcatreets,
nance n--•ir'ing for the municipal opened and 
imnrnved. schnollsnitses;
liebt pla”e coverinty the nresent arc built and other improvements 
made,i
and incandescent licht ce,ntcrict ,dlii hut Olif present representa
tives stem
triet. enlarved ten block% north, wa.t to forget our needs 
entirely. Powell
and south." • - Street should be
 graveled at once and
I Raves and Aisheraft avenues should
. he constructed anif graveled, so our
1 children can get to our beautiful new
schoolhouse without having to vraae
in mud and water to get there. i
Will you, in our name, ask them to
ito something for us or announce
their inability to do so and step as:ale?
CIT17.Fig'S SIXTT-f WAT,n. 1
c:,41:, Aci,...:, mIt11••••• 444;4: air.- I
which the" call hvittite It is woven
into the softest and shiniest of fabrics.
Paducah a Heathly City.
The hundreds of excursionist.:
who went to Chicago early last week
are returning and a number of them
find Paducah to he a cleaner city by
far than Chicago. Other citizens
who have been off on their vacations
themselves and the other-ft° other cities find that Paducah'
feligriv. they would quickly realizelsanitary condifon is
that the job of cleaning tip Paducahlthat of the average c
50c SUSPENDERS.
Neckwear
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW LINE OF :5: SILK
FOUR-IN-HAND TIES, CONSISTING OF THE VERY LATEST
STYLES AND COLORS.
ALL OUR aoc MIDGET TIES REDUCED TO 12 1-2C.
PURCULL&THOMPSO
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, K Y
....Sterling Silverware....
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selection, and
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see the advantages we
are offering this season in silverware.
ILIWolff „ Jeweler
We have a striking at ray of
Fall
Suits
that you ought to see
.No woman will wiselY.choose a fall
suit without first seeing the colleciioo
assembled bere. Nowhere in the cry
are more and finer ,tyles to be seen.
In this gatherineyou will find eirtry—
good new style; such excellent work-
manship 'as appears at once to dis-
criminating taste, and such exception-
al values as appeal to everyone. The
prices begin at $12.50 and. go to $35.00.
We in;ist on your careful tnsepction.
322 324 BROADWAY
is an easy task. All it needs is for One of Paduc?hts lleading physi-1), wygiut goo& is very hIgfi. e egiater, delivered!,
far better thin




TO CONSTITUTION WS BE
VOTED UPON NEXT NO-
VEMBER.
Tax Receipts to Be Made a Qualifica-
tion of the Voters of
the State.
Following is the constitutional
amendment to be voted on at the
coming November election. As it is
of great importance and as the voters
generally have not so far considered
the matter, he provision ia well worth
caehd reading:
An Act relating to amendment of
Section 145 of the Constitution, relat-
ing to suffrage and elections.
Be it enacted by the general assem-
bly of the commonwealth of Ken-
tucky:
1. That upon the concurrence of
three-fifths of all the members elected
to each house, the yeas and nays be
taken thereon and entered in full in
their respective journals, section tas
of the constitution of Kentucky be,
and it is amerrded by adding a fourth
paragraph to said section, containing
the following words, to-wit:
"4. Persons who have not, at
least sixty days before the election
at wh ch they offer to vote, paid'In
full all state, county, municipals die:
trict and school taxes due by them.
for the year previous to the one in
which they offer to vote."
That section 145 of the constitution
of Kentucky relating to suffrage and
elect ons, be amended to read aa fol-
lows:
"I. Every male citizen of the United
states of the age of twenty-one year.:
who has resided in the state one year
and the county six months, or the
precinct in which he offers to vote
sixty days next prececd lig the elec-
tion. shall he a vrIllOr4in ritaid pre•
Linct and not elsewitar‘, but the fol-
lowing persons arei eattocted and
shal not have tIta riibtito vote:
Persons convicted in any court
of competent juriadlboiv.of treason.
or felony or bribery in an election,
tr of such high mtsderneanor as the
general assembly rote decjare shall
operate as an exclusion frottr.the right
of suffrage; but persons hereby ex-
cluded may be re their civil
rights by
• • 
".2. Persons who state time of the
election are in ecoureiSbusent under the
judgment of a churl for some penal
offense
"3. Idiots and insane persons.
"aPersons who have not, at least
sixty days before the c'ect on at
which they offer to vote paid in full
all state. county, municipal, district
and shcoal taxes due to them for
the year previous to the one in wh ch
they offer to vote "
' DESTITUTE
•
JOHN SMITH, WIFE AND FOUR
CHILDREN WORTHY SUB-
JECTS OF CHARITY.
Arrived in the City Friday Night
Are Without a Cent 01. Mosey
and Place to SletelS:`•
111, and without a cent of atotey to
procure food and a place to sleep for
his wife and children, is the condition
of John Smith. who arrived :n the
city on the Dick Fowler from Cairo
Frday night. 4 "
Smith went to a small hotel with
his family and stayed until yesterday
morning. lie did not have enougO
money to pay for a bed and meals,
but the proprietor allowed them to
stay until yesterday morning.
They wandered around the city un-
til 'sit night, when they went to the
city hall.
Chief of Police Jas. Collins allowed
'them to stay in the police court room
and with the asatstanco the chari-
tably inclined, secured food for ths
onfortunates.
A representative of The Register
talked to Smith last night. He seems
to be an nitarttitent man, and less an
interest:ng family. The wife is a
bright, cheerful looking little woman.
while the children, ranging in years
from a tot of 4 to a girl of eleven, art
cleanly though poorly dressed. They
were sitting on the hard chairs of the
cay cook room, eating sanwitches
from a paper bag, and seamed glad
of the opportunity of sleeping on the
bare floor 'ast night.
Mrs. smith stated that their home
had been at Peoria, Ill., where her
lnoiband 'had employment being a
roofer and slater by trade.
She said that Smith's brother had
written them to come to Blooming-
ton, as work was plentiful there.
They sold all thee household furni-
tyre and went, only to fined the
brother had left. .Thito:Oicif
to Cairo': but Smith coiilti fltui no
work, and hearing labor was in de-
mand here, tame, lie had barely
enough tat'oney to reach thseciiy,
rot enough to pay for lodosomaoging_ an
. ...food.
He is ill of kidney trauhle, ,fivt
SOX.001 and willing to. woik.
*Ps. Smith stated ste 'wanted works
:Aso.
Now, it's up, to the good people of
the itty to sge.thatothe people are









Jacksonvile ' 510 55i .532
Paducah 55 56...s493
Danville 48 64 ..129






Cairo, Ill., Aug. a5.—Cairo batted
out victory this afternoon pounding








Jakesonville, 5; Vincennes is.
Vincennes, Ind., Aug. 25.—Jackson-
vine taken the game on the local
diamond today, the score being as
follows:
RHE
Jacksouville s 8 1
Vincennes
Batteries: Akers and Belt; Whitley
and Chenault.
0 5 3
Danville, Ill., Aug. 25.—McCarthy
was too much for the Vets and they
were sompletely slaughtered by a
score of 5 to o.
aiattoon 5 7 c
Danville 0 3 I
Batter es: McCarthy and Johnston;
Guerney and Jhonson.
Murray Wins.
The Murray baseball team played
the V. M. C. A. of Nashville three
games of ball this week at Murray.
The Murray boys took all three
games from the Tennesseeans.
The first game was played Friday
the score being 8 to 6
The second and third games were
played Saturday, the first was
and the second g to o. •
• • + • 'IP •
JIM CROW COACH.
• + •3tp+++
The forcing of the negro bishop and
his wife to leave the sleeper at Hop-
kinsville a few days ago was right
and according to law, but—k was
rough on the negro.
I aus vigorously opposed to the
aliglitest approach to equality of the
races, but I believe in justice. This
negro bad paid full first-class fare,
including a berth in a sleeper, and
was certainly entitled to something
better than the ctiffatarlirt.-meoni-
fortable seat in a not-over-clean "Jim
Crow" coach--
Rut it it the law. It is also a good
law and should be made to apply to
the Street cars as well. and I believe
if the matter were tested, all trac-
tion companies' would he forced tn
,provide. if not separate cars, at least
Ire MSc certain seats for negroes.
As it it now, a dirty. filtiby negro
romes to the city in a separate or
"Jim Crow" car and gets aboard a
Mu-net ear crowded with white ladies
A white man would not like to be
forced to ride in a coach with a lot of
dirty, dierepatiable members of his
owe rate. Neither does a respectable
negro. astho is forced to pay fnll fare,
care to take a seat with his wife in a
coact) filled with dirty. sweating.
swearing and smoking negroes.
Wben a moats white or black, pays
hl a money for accommodations he is
entitled to all the comforts, and,
„awhile the separate coacth should be
btraintainbd: the railroads should pro-
vide both a clean day coach and .a
compartment of a sleeper, or not sell
firot-class tickets to negroes.
'* 5 
• •e 
And speaking of negroes. it seems
that no city or town in the United
States wants the negro troops.
Just what Roosevelt's idea was in
inillictinT them on the citizens of
Brownsville is not known, but as it is
a well-established fact that the people
of that section are more opposed to
the negro than the people of any other
state in the Union. it looks like the
sending of negro troops there was a
bit of petty spite work on the part
of Teddy similar to his action in abol-
isOiner the postoffict- at Indianola be
cause the white people would not go
to the office on account of a negro
postmistress who was forced on them.
As the president of these great
'"''' it to fond of the negro,
e-1••• •• -oaa it not hr a good plan to
rate "-n,rn ,•;11e iletach eent
.1,f• "c:Vid••••••,,-P Guards" and. •make




"Father.". "red 01-e state-ttteuelc
youth. "you mist let flinch cheetase- me
'own' cones*. I feel that T was lisoni
kip lee boards."
"Well goah all hemlock!" ans*el'ed




HAS STIRRED STATE FOR
MONTHS ENDS.
Primary Monday—State Overwhelm-
ingly Democratic, and Results
Foregone Conclusion.
I I
Birmingihana Ala., Aug. 25.—The
political campaign which has kept
AlaVama !stirred up rntotre or iesel
since the first of the year came to an
end today. Monday next the statae
primary will be held. As the state is
overwhelmingly Democratic the se-
lections at the primary will be equiv-
alent to election.
The plan adopted by the state Dem-
ocratic executive committee provides
that the successors to the two pres-
ent United States. senators shall be
chosen at the primary, and also
makes provision for the selection of
two alternate senators, who are to be
appointed by the 'governor in the
event that Senators Morgan and Pet-
or their successors, shouldI die or
resign. This plan was due chiefly to
the advanced age of the two senators.
It is a new departure in state politics
and the adoption of the idea has
caned forth considerable criticism
from tithe press and public men, many
of whom characterize it as an effort to
fill "dead men's, shoes" before the men
wearing those shoes have died.
Senators Mlorgan and Pettus are
unopposed for re-election, but for the
two alternate senatorships the aspir-
ants are asfollows: Former Gov. Jo-
seph F. ohnston of Birmingham, for-
mer Gov. William C. Oates of Mont-
gomery. former Congressman Richard
H. Clarke of Momile. former Attor-
ney General W. C. Fitts of Mbbile
Congressman ohn H. Bankhead of
Fayette. former Congressman esse F.
Stallings of Birmingham and (din B.
Knox of anniston, president of theh
lase otate constitutional convention.
The paramount issue in both the
'ace for senator and the contest far
governor is the regulation of railroad
rates" The fight for governor is an
interesting one, the two rival caandi-
dates being B. B. Comer, president
of the state railroad commission and
a prominent farmer anad cottan mill
owner, who is the leader of the radi-
cal rate reform element. and Liettt
Gov. R. M. Cunningham. who repre-
sents the conservative forces. Corner
is demanding the selection of a leg-
islature in sympathy with his ideas.
while Dr. Cunningham asserts that he
doe* not attempt to eitictate the selec-
tion of a legislature hut will not hes-
itate, ifelected, to tell the lawmakers
what he thinks they should do in the
matter of rate regulation.
The arroirants for lieutenant govern-
or are Col. Henry B. Gray of Bir-
mingham. Emmett O'Neil of Flor-
ence, former federal district attoeney
under President Cleveland, and State
Senator D. J. Meador of Marengo
county.
Contests are on for auditor, chief
;woke and associate justices, state
railroad commissioners, and commis-
sioner of agriculture.
There appears to be no opposition
to Col. 'Alex M. Garber of Talladega
for attorney general. Walter D. Seed
of Tuscaloosa for treasurer, Harry
Gonnells of Calhoun county for ti-
perintendent of education. and Frank
N. Julian of Tuacumbia for secretary
of state
NO TRACE OF GIRL FOUND.
(Continued From First Page.)
of slender build, and is about 20 years
old. '
When last seen he was dressed in
white and wore a hat trimmed with
blue violets. Miss Sommer!' belongs
to one of the hest famifies and has
always borne an enviable reputation.
The reward w II be paid to party
giving right clue to her recovery ti
The Whig, at Jackson. Tenn.. or L.




The general council's unanimous
approval of the board of works' re-
port of the sale of the lighting fran-
rhise for $100,150 under the so-called
Atherton-Jones ordinance, marks the
last act of. fight begun by the 'times
for competition in lighting. The price
paid for theh franchise WA: far in
excess of that orginally named and
the terms on whch the ordinance was
granted insure for Louisville cheaper
and better grade of electric lights and
the discontinuance in the compara-
tively near future of the evil of over-
head wires.
Unquestionably the business and
private interests of Louisville have
gained materially by the campaign
which has followed the introduction
of the ordinance and the city is fully
equipped' to compel a strict adherence
to its terms on thoh part of the com-
pany which proved the successful bid-
der.
Thomas Hardy, the novelio. and
poet, toe(l In live, when he was a boy
with an aunt, and he was sometimes
called upon to write love letters fist
Tier dairy minds- tri send to their
aweetheatts. In his nor'': hi ha
made good use a his eipeience ir,
the dairy, and his atm wis the qr141-
Ira! o' one of h;ii (+meters.
+ + + + * + + + + + + ) + the mind of the people which the4:4 
•:* railways holds to their locomotion: Ito JOURNALISM AND OFFICE. + should be both decent and disinter-+ 
ested. It is likely to be neither if it4. tl• + • P serves the ambition of a self-seeking
!politician, or the avarce of some cor-
porate or private ownership. It is
distinctly a public conveyance and
only valuable as such. Those news-
papers whoh reach nearest this requi-
sition are most successful. Those
that falsify it generally fait of suc- The specific
cess.
curedMr. Clark Howell could not serve,
faithfully as governor of Georgia and.
editor of the Constitution. When Mr.
Greciy became a candidate for presi-
dent he quitted—but all to late—the
Tribune. Ile had 'gone," he said
"into other lines of business." Fatal
exchange, leading to speedy insanity
and death!
If Mr. Howell wants to enter pub-
lic life definitely or permanetly, let
him get rid of his handicaps. Let
him, first of all, get rid of his news-
(Louisville Courier-Journal.)
Clark Howell's defeat for governor
of Georgia by Hoke Smith is sug-
gestive. Why should Mr. Howell
want to be governor of Georgia?
Why should he not be content with
the place of editor of a prosperous
and influential newspaper?
The profession of journalism may
not offer as many rewards to ambi-
tion as the profession of politics or
tiernet. The statesman and the soldier
become a part of the recorded history
of their country and time; if famous.,
of all time. Their words are crys-
tallized into enduring form, their
dee& narrated and pictorialized;
sometimes they are elevated upon pe-
destals and' perpetuated bronze and
marble. Often they seem heroes and
live in the hearts of their followers
paper. It breeds him ten enemies
where it breeds him one friend. Som.e
and, in the memory of those who comeiof these enemies make themselves
after them. • sufficiently resonant; but most of
The most successful journalist, like them are "hid out." silent and re-
the most celebrated player, "dies and morselese, nursing imaginary wrongs
leaves no copy." The best of hem is and unimagined sliohta, knivea up.
hid away in the musty files and .for- their sleeves and gams in their boots.
gotten. For him' 'exist not even the long waiting in the lushes for Iheiri
accessoriA of the theater, the vivid chance. In his case it came at last
though mimic scene ,the glare and and they seem to have used it good
glitter of footlights, the glory of sock and strong.
and buskin. however fitful and un- We tender Mr. Howell, and in a
_ less but not in any discriminating orreal, yet yielding a certain exploita
tion as dear to human vanity as "the invidious degree Mr. Estill, our felici-
applause of listlning eenates to corn- tations. They may be in no mood
mand," or laurel wreathes after cities for humor; but, in case they feel too
taken and battles won. For him, none sore to laugh, we know they are too
of these: but instead the only great- brave to cry. Though' it hurts they
ful homage that of his conscience for will both get over it, and, when they
do, we invite them to come up outduty done, the silent plaudits of his
'self-respect in doing good .the some- of the shadow of the valley of am-
what equivocal pleasure of being bition and stand with us upon the
rather useful than pretty. , heights of freedom where 'the air is
In the proportion, however, that the
journalist is a free man, who has
never crooked the pregnant hinges of
the knee for fortune, for ribbon or for
place, nor fawned even upon the har-
lotry of public opinion, there comes a
breezy self-elation unknown to the
favorites of most and forum's who
prance around in, togas and stars and
garters achiev'edl by more or less of
self-seeking and servility. _There is a 127R—illattle of Mlarchfield, whichgenuine compensation in this. It laid the fottndation of the house ofbrings leos dazzle, but more happi-
f Haps,burg.ness.
I 1762—Valencia de Alcantara, InThe fate of Greely and Rayrro Spain, taken by a British force underand Forney ought to be a warning to Burgoyne.others of their calling who feel the, 1765—Riot in Bostossofsaitoed by thefleabite of office. Journalism is quite stamp act. trae* 'as jelous a mistress of law It 1121;




share these with politics, 
captured eleven  vessels
!in Ba yof Alaese.There is an instinct in office-getting I8t3--Prussians and Russians de-at war with the inatinet jourtralism.1 feated the French at battla--of Katz-The one. isr, the offspring of a genius bach, irs Silesia.for personal solicitation" the other of 1836—Buffalo and Ninoiaiba Railltbadthe spirit of independence. No man opened.may serve two masters. The journal- 1849—Faustin Soulougne crownedist who seek" preferment pets himself emperor of Hayti under title of Faus-at an immed:ate and a serious di s- • .
‘, hn 1.
be is as".41b8"7 lich<" 1149—First oil well found in Unitadtear4seg1,orpto.wants a drink on Sun- States.
(faii: ac a, Pookworm among athletos 1862—Uniona tenderfoot among cowboys. 'ne ceeded up thecannot he at one and the .2TYSe time sippi.
the holder of an office and the head raw—Anti-lords' demonstrationof a newspaper if he expects to re- • }'d Park, Londonlain ponolaritv which got him the of- tens—Jeffries defeated '44feittietii inflee. or exercise influence without one round in fight for pugilistic Or:Arn-o-MA the newspaper most he a nth- pionship.
er barren ideality from anv t'Neated ,
point of view. He mixt give up the "This Is My Sixty-Fourth Birthday."one or the other if he looks for long General John C. Bates.and safe tenure.
pure and the wittles clean, and' where
no man need be afaid to call his soul
his own!
• • 4. + + + +
4. THIS DATE IN HISTORY. +
August, 26.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
naval expedition pro-
Yazoo river, in Miasts-
;n
'Men in their places are the men General John C. Bates, late chief of
who stand Mr Anthony. of Rhode staff of the United States army. was
T -land. and General Hawley. of Con- born in a country town in Missouri
i
neeticnt. were rare examples of the on Aug. 36, 18.42t, When he was to
successful journalist in official life. years old he was given a commis-
But each of them ceased to he a jour- sion in the Eleventh infantry, a regi-,
natio when he became a senator. Mr. ment of regulars in which he served'
Wfhitelaw Reid. owes the great place during all the years of the civil war.
he holds in the public fabric not to For faithful and meritorious service
the votes of the people. hut to the in the field in the early days of he
recognition of the government. The conflict, Lieutenant Bates was bre-
Tribune hurt the ticket rather than vetted major, an honorary title that
helped it when MT. Reid was the nom- he held plior to his regular promo-
net of his party for vice president, tion to a captaincy. For thirty years
enabling the labor vote, after the after the close of the war he served at
Homestead riots, the readier to draw stations we of the Mississippi.
a line upon the administration.
The case of Mr. Reid. however, is
most exceptional. More than any
other journalist whom we recall he
possesses an aptitude for what are:
called poblio affairs: an aptitude !Hato,
others.
That run-down, tired feeling is th,t-
first symptom of MALARIA, too
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
for all malaria. Ii.
Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237.
When the Spanish war broke out lie
was made a major general of volun-
teers. After going to the Pltilippints
in 1899 he conducted campaigns in
various parts of the islands and di-
rected the negotiations by whicb the
sultan of Sulu acknowledged the dom-
ination of the United States. Early
in the pr-sent year General Bates
succeeded General Chaffee as chief of
staff.
Mechanicsburg M. E. Church'.
The following .services will occur
at the Mechanicsburg M.. E. Church
today:
Sunday school 9:15 'a. m., Junior
Epworth League p. m.; SteniOr Ep-
worth League at 7 p. m.
German Lutheran—South Fourth
street. Sunday school, 9:3o; Ger.man
services, to:ao; English services, 745*
p. m. Subject, "The Gospel."
HELD ON CHARGE
OF EMBEZZLEMENT
George Hilvert Acted as His Own
Attorney at His Hearing in the
City Court.
Louisville, Ky., Aug. os.—Georges.
Hilvert. formerly bookkeeper and ,•
general manager of the Process Coal
Company, was presented to the city' '
court this morning on a charge of
embezzlement and was held to the
grand jury in $400 bond.
John W. Harris. head of the Corti;
pany, testified that Invert had kept
money collected from the sale of coal.
The amount as far as he has investi-
gated is $266.
Hilvert was employed as a laborer
at the company's mines in Bell coun-
ty a year ago. Showing unusual abil-
ity, he was rapidly promoted and was
finally sent there to take charge of the
business.





With this topic we call. your at-
tention to Lusterine Soap. You have
found its quality—it cleans. Our fie-
tory is in the heart of the city and is
as fragrant as a flower garden. No
other soap factory in the United
States can boast of this. What &les
it mean? Simply this—purity. It will
not hurt the skin. Every citizen of
Paducah can use this soap for .the
purposes for which it is recommend-
ed. They can do s0 with pride as to'
its quality and with faith as to ita
purity. Ask for it at your 
dealer':'.Insist that they give you the -Paducah
Soap.
LUSTFRINE COAP CO., Inc...
which arr. Raymond and Mr Forney
did not po-sest in any soot' degree
and of which Mir. Greely was wholly
and conspicuously lacking. Mr. Reid's
anent wenhh served is a diversion
It enabled' hian to gratify both his
likings anti his aptitirshot upon a re-
splendent scale. Tn short, he got
something worth having in place of
the professional post h., tti•-.-enctere4;
inet as UT-' Chna' P die he' ne
rate will live, however. as that
of the• r•n'Iscn(!o•• 'he isairnalist.i
thouvh no. roan of his time was bet-
ter equipped .in
The tond-rn newsnspor is the chief.
soas .1.. Too. nt aaasfoo.
intelligence It holds relation to
1
SUCCESSORS TO
Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.




I wish to arniounce that I have
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Cut
Glass, Hand-Painted China and Um-
brellas at 224 Broadway. The store-
room has been remodeled and en.
larged and fitted up for a first-class
jewelr?store. All my goods are new
and up-to-date, selected with a view
to please the trade of Palucah and
vicinity.
A cordial invitation is extended to
the public to visit my establishment
and inspect the line of goods on dis-
play and that are arriving each day.
We will be glad to see you whether
you buy or not.
High-class work will be my special-
ty and all work ordered will be
promptly executed.. Clocks will be
called for and delivered to any part
of the city free of charge. I ask a
share of your patronage, and I am de-
termined to have it if good work and
reasonable prices well get it.
A visit from you will be appreciated.
J. D. Sowers,
Phone ao88. Jewler. 224 Broadway.
rot14
•••••
Some Instances of Strange
Ways People Meet Death
California is Bobbing Up
and Down; Tide Water Does It
One of the mo.'t remarkable of all 
horse she dreve when she was sh If 
you lived, on the Pacific coast known it, however, if we had the new
ways chosen by death in all history 
op-
and knew that the earth beneath you seismograph in operation then. Inping.
w
was in the case of a Parisian, Julius At 
Littletoa, N. H., Roy Sampson as so infirm
 as to actually bend my opinion the same condition always
was leading a balky calf downward and seaward every time the prevailed.
Benham by name. He was a horse 12 
years old,
of tide receded, would you be fright- There is no cause for alarm, The
Arsine:1, and was at the paddocks its to 
the paatuss in the company
Fontainebleau one day, when in the another b
oy. The calf reached the ened? 
face that the weight of the water
the
fraction of a second he fell to the point whe
re he refused to move. Roy Yo
u wouldn't need be, according to presses land down does not mean
ground headless. An aerolits weigh- gave 
the rope to his friend and bade 
Prof. 0. A. Leuschner, director of the that the coast is without proper sup-
.. observatory of the University of Cali. port. It simply proves that the earth,n6 dc, en pi okin, ,, %/Mt fr ...• the flea -v him lead the s.nimal 
while he went
ens and cut off his head as a cannon beh
ind and pr dded him. The com-
fornia, who will furnish the scientific is elastic, which has always been'
barl would have done. 
panion did so, wheu the boy, hearing 
world with. data upholding the above known."
Eva Harris, a six-year-old Boston 
nothing of his companion, turned 
outlined condition. "How far from the shore line is it
ing in the road. Hurrying back, he
A new type of seismograph—the reasonable to suppose the earth is af-ly-
- ns'ss, given a penny, started down the 
around. He so .v young Sampson instrument that indicates and records fected by the weight of the tide wa,
street to get a piece of "taffy on a
She skipped to the 
earthquakes—which was placed in po- ter?" Prof. Leuschnuf was asked.
, '
'• " ' sh-a 
. el in sain to roase him. The calf 
—
made her purchase, as she had done 
kcked toe boy over the heart, and
anion at the observatory a month fol- "The only way to ascertain that,'
: 
Two New Yor' men met their death 
lowing thg earthquake, resulted in the be replied, "would be to keep mov-
ingso many times before ,and came 
danc_ he had iied without a groan. interesting discovery being made. ing the seismograph back until it no;
out. The luscious morsel was "It 'was never known before that longer record k; any effect by the in-
in a frightful way a sort time ago
in her mouth when in some way the 
h i 
the weight of the tide. water caused a coming and outgoing tides."
Ala-al:sin Pastesrak and Peter R ios
skewer became loosened and slipped
, down her throat. In her frantic 
ef_ both tailors, wrst to a Russian bath. 
depression of the earth in California,' "How about the theory that the-
said Prof. Leuschner. "I have not as continual depressing and releasing of
forts to get it out it was only driven 
They were shs• 's the steam, room
down farther, until it pierced the jugu- 
and forgotten.
yet made an official announcement of the tension on the coast by tide wa-
.. nning frightened
what the new seismograph has shown. ter caused the recent quake, the earth
lar vein. Death was almost instanta. 
they lost their :leads and groped inthey as I desire to first watch the workings cracking several miles hack in the
neons. 
vain for the door. When found
were both dead. the bodies bruised 
of the machine furth.er. mountains from the same motion that
_ A few week, ago a strange death and battered with their efforts to es- 
"The tide was not known to have would. cause the center of a hinge to
-created so much ,consternation in a depressed the sh
ore previous to the gnap?".
'Connecticut factory that it was a long 
cape. earthquake. I believe we would have "Mere rot," was the decisive reply.
. Charles S. Marsh o
f Springfield,
while before operatives could return Mlass., a retired business man, prom -
to their tasks without fear and appre- inent in Masonic circles, sat down to the worship their'faces are turned al-
QUEER BELIEF ways toward the sun. Each week ahension that they might be the next.Johan Timko, a buffer in a factory a few years ago and peeled an orange.his. breakfast as usual one morning revival meeting is held, an dridiculous
at Bridgeport. was working at his
wheel, as 'he had for years. He was 
He quartered the fruit and placed a as the thing is, the knee benders keep
morsel in his mouth. Five minutes adding converts. Such a story as this
in perfect good health and in cheer- later he was dead. A small seed had FAITH OF THE HOLY ROLL
 belongs 
spirits. He came to his work in ERS AND KNEE 
to too years ago. but, as an
lodged in his windpipe and strangled Ilustration of religious frenzy dom-
the morning with his dinner pail, as BENDERS.his! mating the human mind, it is an ri-
le had for so long that it had become
habit. He worked for an hour more 
Oaring a terrific thunderstorm in terestng psychologral sttudy of the
.4 I present day. ll'itsburg three men met their deaths
in his useful careful manner. Lie
pressed the shears with which he was 
in a most unusual way. A large Sects Have Their Headquarters in
Western New York, and Each-- Things Not What They Seem.
operating close to the wheel, they 
American flag suspended from a gro-
Year Make Converts.eery store at Forbes and Oakland ave-
slipped, and a moment later Johan You should not imagine that 
a fac-
'Tiruko was lying on the floor, dead. 
nues became soaken with rain and tory could build up a profitable trade
*ith the point of the scissors imbed, 
was blown by a high wind against an in pipes, whioh could not be smoked,
electric wire which was carrying 2000 The latest curious sects to take root
ded in his heart. Such an accident had the stems being ma
de solid instead of
esnatvolts of electricity. The wire ppd in 'western New York are she holy
never been heard of before; may ev-hollow,but 
there is a factory which
benders. andl fell into the rollerunder the pressure nd knee e. The y
er be again. The inevitabale hour had 
hol  hundreds of thousand's of such
ears ibout d niz,were rind lodg g street, one en in a pool of rolle s orgae a . x y
'conic for him. pipes
 yearly, says the Popular Month-
water, charging it to a high degree ago on the shores of Canandaigua ly.
Charles Cole of New York was The first man to fall a victim was lake, and the story of the rise of thie They are sold to the shooting gal-
walking home on a railroad track one who was running to escape the strange religious sect is absurdly out leries. where a pipe has always been
when an approaching train gave a ,rain. in crossing the street he stepped of place in the twentieth 
century. found one of the cheapest and at the
warning shriek. He leaped. from the into the pool and instantly fell dead Hell is the chief tenet of the holy roll- same time most satisfactory targets.
tracks, fell in a heap on the ground Two others were driving past in a era' belief—a hell of sputtering bri
m-
One shrewd exporter found that he
and never got up. He had been liter- wagon. The horse stepped into the stone and flames that eternally to
r- could make the goods fore cheaply
ally frightened to death by the p:erc- water and fell paralyzed. The occu- titre but never consume! 
To this by not piercing the stems, and practi-
ing.whistle. His heart was weak and pants of the wagon jumped out, and hell is destinedi every one %
oho does cally has that field all to 'himself.
had collapsed at the sudden strain not accept the faith. The screed em-as each struck the water he fell dead. The manufacture of pasteboard
put upon it. bodiea doctrines which were regard-A large crowd witnessed the accident. safes is a thriving industry. while
Another odd case was reported bust no one could render aid until the 
ed as essential to happiness too years smusica.1., instruments are manufac-
recently from Paris. Maxe Groult was ago. It is a creed that eonverts bycurrent was turned off. toned .outwardly exact reproductions
a frequenter of the Madrid restaurant, fears and the writer has seen a 
num-
A remarkable cause of death, one of cornets and other brasses hnt
on the Bois de Boulogne. The pro- that looked almost like an impossible 
her of young women in various stages which are sold much more cheaply.
prietor, who had long given him cred- combination of circumstances, oc- of
 hysteria at the conclusion of a holy since their use is merely to pad nut
roller revival meeting.It, discovered one day that the bill curred in the case of Mts. Elizabeth big hand, with men who cannot play.
had run far beyond what he thought Forschleiner of New York. She had The leaders of the faith are Mrs, They are, therefore, not supplied with
it was. Groult, when dunned, frankly suddenly taken ill and' was remove,: Mary McIntyre. Miss Emma Chase I valves or reeds. One band is said 
to
admitted his inability to pay. The to the Gouveneur hospital. About 8 Prof. N. L. Eastman and Elder Jame. boast one-third dummy playe
rs.
restaurant 'keeper was dismayed. It o'clock at night, as she lay in her bed Woodworth of Syracuse. Imitation soap, lookin
g exactly likeN. Y. Re-
meant ruin to him. Finally he hit up- on the top floor, near the window, generation is effected in several ways. she real article, but m
ade of clay,
on an idea.' "I'll tell you what I'll looking out upon the moonlit city, a the course of treatment • including grease, scent, and
 a little pink dye. is
c/o," he said; "insure your life for shadow flitted across the light, and prayer, bathing, robing and baptism of 
Chinese origin; and the native
•Sto.000 in my favor, and then come the next secnnd, with a crash, some by immersion. When these remedies 
clerks in China and India carry their.
here and eat all you want. No one thing alive was hnted thiough the ove futile cleansing the soul of 
pencils behind ther ears n imitationi Pr
will ask you for money." glass and landed on the bed. It was the sinner the penitent is obliged to of
 their caucaeisn bosses, yet the
perform what the belevers call theIt looked- like a good bargain for pencils contain no lead, s
ince they
a huge owl. The woman had never
both; Groult could have all the deli- seen such a bird before .and thinking "ho
ly roll." The unregenerate lie_s on are carried only for ornament, the
cacies he cared to eat, and in the end it some spiritual visitation,  shrieked 
the floqr at one end of the building brush being used for actual work.
the restaurant keeped would surely get in terror. A short time later she died. 
and rolls over and over like a log '
his pay. as the result of her fright.
until everyone present is satisfied that UNFAMILIAR FACTS.
Groult accepted the proposition, se- The list could be prolonged indef- 
the devil has been rolled out. Some-
times the ceremony lasts a quarter of 
It is asserted that the drum was
'cured the insurance and began eating initely. And it is these things tbat the first musical Instrument used by t an hour, hut if the convert has been
In a few weeks- he died of indigestion, have brought men to believe in fa- human beings.sin unusually tough customer he may
The next day the restaurant keeper talism. be compelled to roll for an hour nr 
Quill pens came into use in sat:
'himself died. "There is no sense in worrying." five hours—a most heroic method of 
the first steel one sin Iftio, when the
John Meyer. a weaithy Pennsyiva- they .ay. "There is little sense in securing salvation. 
first gross of them sold for $36.
nian, died as a result of the simple taking precautions. When your time The fi
rst pocket handkerchief, util-
every-day operatio nof s arpeni
ngAs the subject rolls by the kneeling  a has come, when the death warrant is ized in the manner they are 
today,
audience every person has the privi- was manufactured at Paisley, in 1743-'pencil. -He took out his knife and signed' and sealed. it matters little
whittled the end of a pencil, but in so w4rere you are, what you are doing 
The first coins were struck in bnassllege to ask such questions as each
doing slightly cut his finger. sae how you surround yourself witb pre- 
sees fit, and the convert must make about tifte B. C. and in gold and sii-
t'hought little of it, but soon blond cautions. the warrant will be execut-
satisfactory answers before he is al- ver by Pheidon, Tyrant of Argos. 
cs
poisoning set in. In spite of the ef-, ed. It i• the inevitable hour. 
lowed to rie. The in of a lifetime about 836 B. C.
'
forts of the leading physicians of the "Death is the common fate of all, 
must be confessed in detail and the The first woolen cloth made in 
innermost secrets of the soul made England was Insantifilctuired about I
slate the man died. . 1 and to many it has been decreed that public. 
'Nil:try E. Daly: the 13-year-old it is to come without warning." 
 1330, though it was not dyed and
ati!lits; of Mrs •.,iy of ,lia-! Perhaps the strongest feature of 
dressed by the English until. 1667. I
s'asii : 
verhill. Mass., was at 'home one morn- , Whisky Not Ecotch National' Drink, this frenzy is the estaablisbment of 
The largest and costliest building
the strangest of all sects, the adher- thitc far undertaken in New York.i.4 Img playing with a toy balloon, one . "Om 04 the.ii grossest misconcep- .
of the red things that blew up with a 
the city of immense structures, is the'
ref of which call themselves kneetions from which Scotland, suffers,"1 benders. The knee bendrs are a small magnificent Stem:moo° Episcopal C1-1whistle at the end. Thousands of chit- I says a writer. "i sthat her national _community and live along the eastern thedral of St. John the Divine. now Idren have so amused themselves with ' national drink is, and, always has been Ii shore of Seneca lake. This sect orig- being , erected on Morningsidemit thought of danger. Thousands' whisky. nut this is. Just as untrue—.. : greatest INSUREmated about five years ago. At that Tileightis This will he themore, in all probability, will wisely neither more nor less—as that the time a Swedish farmer named Bur- sacred edifice in America and the
-continue to (90 so. This little girl had , national garb of Scotland is the kilt.! 
infI Whisky. like the kilt, is a purely 
son, a man of some education, began fourth in importance in the world.
sted the toy several times, when . Cei- to act in a strange maannet. He Trousers, in their present shape,' I-4 T BEBC)UT
becore she was aware of it. she had 
. 1—.. ,
tic, or highland product, and up to claimed that he had visions, and re- were introduced into the British
svallsoved the wooden moctlipiece. it , the middle of the eighteenth century fused to assist in work on theft farm, army in Okla and tolerated as a legit -
'loth I in her windpipe and in five it was just as unfamiliar in thch law-. mostand o is timt on a IT" portion of evening dress in
i lands as the clan tartans. it was only knoll near thhe lake. He remained on I5t8. '. 
General Insurance Agency..,„.„ op little girl was dead. I .,
f. schr 01 teacher, Frank Burns of after the 'as that the Highlanders be- his knees and in answer to all in-
W.";smsburs, Wis, arte- bsing gra.1- 11 gan to settle in the lowlands and gunnies said that the great Jehovah Knights of St. John to Celebrate. ' Office; 106 Broadway Phowes:Office 385—Residence 1696
u, A from m .1.sse. —s'ied for a pn- , bring their whisky with them, hut had commanded 'him to remain the Detroit. Mich., Aug. as.—Over 600




$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
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Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
rho's:133. 220 N. Third
a .saination as,:. ,,f o. ,•1' to wait,' lowlander; had been ale. Tam ns,itior, Sl•ortly after receiving th's of St. John. of Cleveland. are to hold
TT 'th ali.et mo,o1 "en' ' •• and the' o' Shan•et and Snuter Johnny got interesting but inconvenient revela- a big gathering' in Detroit tomorrow
o' was he in r• '
it
yr : m-ai bees. r .1
a bls N 0 1 
. • 'At ley, but i ste-ong beer." being on socialistc Ines. Gradnally sary of the founding of their order.
• la, 'I. Not! 'rroarin' fou'—not on whisky. hut on
1
lion, he began to preach, his th4 me to celebrati the twenty-fifth anniver- attil, Efinger (it b Co.• , ,f0-1 that, I I Its relatives became imbued with the While the largest number of knights' 
a.f '-'s t,-^ar- o; will+ I Belgians at Ch;cago to Have Church i
! 
1 sincerty of hi▪ s preachngs and es- will come from Cleveland, there alai, Undertakers and Embalmers,th ' e aned ts ,
•ws--..4 f ,r Wm. . 
,,:ace in the  Chicago, Aug. 25.—Belglans of Chi
' cago have arranged a grand demon_ tire family soon began to live on their throaghoul the country. The conven-!
i poused the strange religion. The en- will he a number from other cites
1 80 El. THIRD STREET; PA.DUCAHAZT
. in Cie :- - . he -eceived i .siltation for tomorrow on the occa- knees-
•11, ar• si, 0:: his s scs: tmetit. He 
tin- will discuss insurance and other'
shin of the laying of the cornerstone 1 The enthusiasts now number about matters relating to the affairs of the k
- yr • high feather, 'an,' i.chen be ap-
pe - at the celionl —ited, smiles which will be the first Catholic ' istence of punishment in time next Paducah Transfer Companyof St. John Berchmann's church,' 200. The knee benders deny the ex- order-
fr, - 1.e. older tele-he— ' v ti's boy-
1.-1 !nthuliar,m. P 'le—in h:4 work 
church' for Beelgians in this part of world, declaring that hell will come (Incor porated ) 
..!
..
the country. Bishop Muldoon will on earth, in theh cape of some sorrow 
Dutch Literary Congress at Brussels.
Cu 'ont41.y. and •!- -Ich.olarc noticed officiate over the ceremonies and! the to the 'wrongdoer. Prayers are not 
The Dutch linguistic and literary ...I 4
14' sonersed eacit .' '-..4. VIlicn, at other participants will include notable made to tile Supreme Being, but tc 
emigres.* which alwayis attractv a GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
2 O'Cinek 'that en" Iie -., lismisit- ercleariastics and former officials of stature, which is held accountable !or 
large attendance of learned men and
..—.....--. .
i• a ed iss, the boy gas; hi-, elute% Belgium. 'all changes in theh elements and ac- 
women, will begin its twenty-ninth! T.
a' "'k and ther s;flIc ' n *lie floor. i cidents caused by fire and water 
seasior in this city tomorrow, under
SUPBRTOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, hi:IA.4MM.
I •r tess4iers • net‘e% '. ;nit the Hard to Understand. 1 Commtinism is the primary principle the 
patronage of Ling Leopold ,and
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 41‘011111
yi '• into was lif ' - 1 "'eA 4)r jOy "Oh . zees langvaich," wailed the of this tree rrelf•gions the farms of 
the Queen of Holland. The subject.
doe' nss *aid' epttnt, "You say he eez what you call the enthusacts are worked in corn- 
to be disrtissed1 iaclude the arnhaen.
. 
lo-vical, musical, educational and ar- . OFFICE Sre,coNa AND MONROE. BOTH PHONICS.
-i ' r. a •:. 'card -F. one square man, yet he ees all round mon. TtieV lvdcl knee-bending ger- tivic *sheet's- of4the Dutch language ,
M "n: ; " '''-e'' ' iffWe like what you call 'seem se wimp- vices five times a day on the ' sail, anal literature! bibliography folklore,
'147 tssist- • e r,.t kin." whew Burson was "inspired," an iti the drama and the plastic arts. 
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Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxavray, Hot Spriggs
and many other resorts in the "Land
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country of Western North Carolins,
offering a high altitude, bracing
climate. picturesque mountain scenery
splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
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+ + + * * + * + + + + + + + + +
THE DIFVERENCE.
+ ++++ + + + + + + + +
you ever hear of a man try-
ing to hitt an unfortunate weinaen
when she falls from the high pedes'al
of honor and virtue? Nary a lift. Too
much Adiamlic blood still creeping
through our sntake-polluted veins.
When once 2 woman trips and falls
from her high and honored position
she lands in a hell, from which no
human will stop to lift her out; 1111 3"
band and brother, father and son are
deaf to her cries from tat hour. But
on title other hand, how be it? We
have seen men as low as it is pos-
sible for mien to fall. We have seen
the wife lift the husband from the
gutter and press him to her heart
with tears and sympathy, love and
anguish trickle down her cheek in
profusion. We have seen the wife
follow the husbland through life in
one constant whirl of misery and mis-
fortune, and when at last at the gate
of bell they are separated, would
*tand and wring her hands in mortal
agony because the curtains have fall-
en between them and .she could go no
farther. We have seen the mother
follow her son through paths of
crimes and vice, shame and degrada-
tion, through which a man was never
keown to follow a woman, yet who is
to blame for the downfall of womao?
Let the angels of heaven be thc jury




The 'French government has found
on official investigation that alcohol-
ism is the cause not only of racial de-
cline numerically, hut of tuberculo-
sis and other dealyd diseases. The
American government is making like
researches. The figures from France
showing the relation between alcohol-





1881 6  74 I 884
1870 6  496 854






1902 8  716 1.176
1003 •  8.885 1,130
Ninety per cent of the suicides are
men and to per cent are wonem.
The French have been gradually
dropping the lighter wines for ab-
sinohe and stronger drinks. Domes-
tic infelicity has been growing, the
brth rate recedrig in France. Di-
vorcec are multiplying n that unhap-
py country. A growing disregard for
official oaths and for patriotic duty is
on all sides observable. Men are now
more ready than ever to sell out.
There is a degeneracy noticeable on
all ,ides Alcoholism has, it is clear.
much to do with it.
MILKING COWS
BY MACHINERY
Test Made •n Kansas State College
Proves That Venture
Is a Success.
A test has been completed in the
dairy department of the Kansas State
Agricultural college which proves that
milking machines are a EITCCOI1S. The
machine* were installed and the test
conducted 'by Prof. 0. Erf, in charge
of the state dairy work. The ma-
chines operate by means of vacuum.
A threefiorsepower gasoline engine
runs a vacuum pump which exhausts
the air out of a system of pipes. These
pipes run along the sides of the cows,
and the milking machines are attached
to this pipe by flexible hose.
The vacuum created by the pump
rune a pulottator on the top of the can
and Chia pot-duces an intermittent suc-
tion in the cups attached to the tests
of the cow. The section draws the
milk from the cow' through the rubber
ube and deposits it in the can.
The milk is not exposed to the air
'hence absolutely sanitary milk can
be produced.-Kansas City Star.
Bird in the Hand.
On a cabbage patch owned by a ne-
gro in a southern community nil was
found. Speculators offered the negro
$2o.000, sthich _ w as-ftecepte d witbout
waiting to consider another proposi-
tion, said to be worth $40.000.
"What is this about your cabbage
patch?" inquired a neighbor of the
negro. "I understand you have sold
It for $20,000."
"Yas, datia true. boss," replied' the
negro. "You see, men come picking
round my place, and dey say dar'a
oil heah. Dey say: 'We gib yo' $30,-
coo.' I say 7 'All right.'"
"T am told if you had waited a day
or two you might have sold it for
$40 asi.41 dat mehhe so; hut a bird in
he ban's' de nobles' wok of God!"
A Very Rnsy Vs'.
A Westerr senate- told n to-c't-r
who is in the live stock business. The
brother tent a letter tto the statesman
that was entirely typewritten, even
to the signature. Rik atatesmar
mad He thought it an. outrage foe
his brother to write to him like that
and not even sign the letter, and he
sent a bitter protest. This was' the
reply he received: "Dear Jim: Cheer
lap. I am so busy that I never 110e a
pen except for sheep.'
•
orto
News and Gossip of the Sporting
Fraternity the World Over.
'More bad luck for the Boston
Amel'icans. Jesse Tannehill is laid uo
with a bad ank'e and a strained
muscle in his left arm.
°nee upon a time New York High-
landers were great extra inning win-
kers, but now they seem unable to
c; 2 when the game goes over the
nii.th.
The Washington club has released
Mtlachi Kittredge and signed Jack
V.arner. One veteran takes the place
ot another "old sport."
For jumpng contracts or the re-
serve clause sx ty-eight players have
been barred by the National commis-
s.on from playing with National
agreement clubs. The list indudes
forty-one minors, twenty-two nat onal
and five American leaguers.
The Philadelphia Nationals have
been trying- hard to get out of the
first division, but neither Cinc nnati
not Brooklyn appears disposed to
take the Quakers' place.
The Cleveland club has taken a
brace and is still in the American
league race.
Cincnnati is a grand old ball town
and it is a good bet that the "Reds"
would be near the top if the Ohio
town belonged to the American
league. The Queen City would go
wild over a club that had a chance for
the pennant.
Several major league clubs are aftet
Birmingham, the star outfielder of
the A. J. & G. club of the New York
state league.
This is the pace teavefiff by the
Western association: Topeka.588;
Joplin, 564; Leavenworth. sos; Spring-
he'd, .coo: Webb City. .464; Wichita,
-455; Hutchinson. 429-
-
The Houston club in the South
Texas league won 18
this season.
straight games
The Mann ng club of the South
Carolina league lost the first as
games played. Sounds like a record.
0 -
Johnstown leads the Tri-State
league in attendance with an average
of 1,669 persons for each game. Like
the Boston Amer'icans the Johnstown
dub is a tail-ender. but both manage
to do the business.
It is rumored that Gov. Higg ns
will permit six-round, •o-decision
bouts at bona fide athletic clubs in
New York state this fad.
The wonderful pacing mare. the
Broncho 2.02 is certa:nly worth the
price of $to.000 recently put up by her
owners.
A yacht in the Marblehead races
'tamed Skiddoo had a racing number
13 and finished 14 in one race and
9 in another, which makes 23.
Is it loyalty to the cub that repre•
nts their city, or are the fans suck-
ers, to support a second-division or
tail-end team season after season? It
is the same gag with all these phony
outfits. Each spi'ing the manager and
owner begin to shoot the bull con
about what the team is going to do
the coming season.
"We are not claiming the pennant,''
says the manager. "but the drib that
wins it will, have to beat us." And the
club that wins the flag does beat
them, something like 17 out of 20
games.
Nearly every league, major or
minor, has two or more . of these
'spr ng champions," and they :always
Quit the season in the same old place.
Still the fans have to have baseball
of some sort or another, and after all
they are able to see pennant winner
now and then-when they come to
town
A Lost Dollar.
There was a man in our town, and
he was wondrous wise; he marked a
paper dollar and gave it all to Lize;
sthe went to see the butcher and blew'
the dollar in-it wasn't long before
the coin camie bad/ again to him. Hei
took it to a merchant and bougnt
a drew: for Jane; before the week 'Was
over it came back to him again; lie
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + •:. + Necessary Hours of Sleep.
+ + , (Cleveland Leader.)
+ TH/E COST OF CATS. + The belief that -the -hours int
+ 4' 5 hotfd be artificially restricted is pre-
+ + + f + + + + + + + + + + + • valent Yet it is contrary to ordinaryi
'good sense. If the human body does
"If there were no cats in Missouri not need sleep for the upbuilding of
I 'believe that the state would be $20,- its tssues it will not call for it. A
=woo better off at the end of each rule of _health___whic_h___,a,_
year." :for it exists. The erroneous view on
/Harry R. 'Walmsley, father of the this subject is undoubtedly due to the
Wialmsley game law, made this state-, fact that when the mind and body are
ment recently in a talk before a nun- thoroughly rested it is often d fficult
her of school children in the audii
torium of central high school. In de
-Ito arouse the mind from its comfort-
daring war on the generally 
consid-,able lethargy. On the other hand,
ered harmless tabby, the Jackson' and 
man who is under a mental strain
slestps-on-Ist-fi-ve-or six hours at
county representative said that cats night is keen and alert soon after
annually killed thousands of birds L ' 
whi0K if allowed' to live, would in
turn have killed enough insects to
save the farmers annually millions
of dollars which are otherwise lost
through the ravages of the common
pests.
"An active cat will kill half a
dozen birds a day, and when you con-
sider the thousands of these felines
which are constantly prowling about,,
it is easy to believe that their victims
o fthe feathered tribe would approxi-
mate a million eaach year. Most birds
will annually kill enough noxious in-
sects to make themselves worth $20
apiece to the farmers. Thus it is
easy to see what a big bill there is
against the cat family.
"Birds are among the most useful
creatures in the world," he said in be-
ginning. "Were it not for birds all
life on the earth would be destroyed
in ninety days by the swarms of in-
sects, which are only kept down by
the activity of the feathered tribe.
Kansas once passed a law offering a
bounty on hawks and other birds of
prey. The next yearsihey had such
a plague of grasshoppers that the fol-
lowing legislature made haste to re-
peal the law.
"Many of our birds are following
in the path of the American bison
and will be soon extinct. Among
these are the wood duck, the prairie
chicken, with turkey and the quail.
Of these the nuail is the most use-
ful. In addition to the insects and
bugs it destroys, it eats a great many
weed seeds: in fact, this bird is the
best known for this purpose.
"There is one way of hunting birds
that I approve-that is with the m-
era. Instead of shooting an inno-
cent bird and breaking tin a hanpy
family, why not take a picture of it
and then you will have something far





It is to the credit of the New York
board of aldermen -that it has past•A
a resolution prohibiting the display
of posters carrying immoral or crim-
inal suggestions. The brazen ride-
rency of bill-board advertising has
become more and more evident
late years. and such official action
comer none too soon. All bill-board
advertising should. of course, be
kept within hounds. At its best it is
unsightly and offensive, and if per-
rnttrd at all in city streets should be
made to hear a heavy tax. Chicago
and Buffalo have begun crusades
against the hill-boards which disfigure
their thoroughfares, and other cities
(including New York. we hope) will
doubtless follow their example.
Nfleanwhile the tmsightly bill-boards
in the subway, placed there. as the
advertising signs in the street cars
are, illegally and without authority.
still offend the pubic eve. There is
rierky of room for these unsightly
things, hut ton little snace for the
names of the streets marking the sub-
way st a ttionts
Why the Doctor Pied.
some timeago a young Chicago
couple moved into one of the suburbs.
The husband was a very little man
with flaxen hair. Being a "drummer"
for a large firm, he was generally
away from home during the week,
coasequently he was not very well
known its the neighborhood.
One week-end he arrived home to
find his wife ill and the suburban doc-
tor in attendance. He had been ex-
perting a certain interesting event to
take pinee. and. feeling worried, he
sat down on the bottom stair, and
Jetting his face sink into his hands, he
gave himself tip to thought.
At length he heard a voice on the
stair, someone patted him on the
betcrl and a cheery voice ss:d;
"Dop't you fret. my little man. I've
got a •nrprise for you. There's n
baby brother upstairs for you to play
with!"
Henries thisi the young- father
raised his head, the doctor stared, and
then. grasping the sitnation. be mutt-
• an apology-and fled!-Poptilor
spent the cotn in our town full fifty tkflontittly.
times or more, but he always got it '
back again, and spent it o'er and o'er; The Marriage Knot.
but when he sent the dollar off to
a mail order store it was gone for
goodi--forever, and he never saw it
more.-Ex.
The riche s4 orchestra in he world
will be the Wiaraaw Philharmonic
which has just received a legacy of
$1,000,000 from a music-loving Pole.
The tea gardens of northern India
extend over 500,000 acres, and they
produce 190,000.000 pounds of tea per
annum, at a profit of about $loo an
acre.
vin
A good deal is heard of the "mar-
riage knot." but very few of, us real-
ize that the knot was ever anything
'more than a figure of speech. Among
the Tlabylonins tying the knot was
a oart of the marriage ceremony. stays
Horne Chat. The priest took a thread
from the garment of the bride and
'another from that of theh bridegrorrm
and tied them into a knot which he
gave to the bride thus symbolizing
the binding nature of 'the nnion which
now existed between herself and her
husband.
awakening. 'But it is an unhealthy:
activ.ty. His nerves are at a high'
nsion. He is on edge, so to spe;
Such a strain, long continued, results
inevitably in a nervous breakdown.
Out of this tube, spider fashion or
silkworm fashion, conies the silk
'which it fh,tnsascIi to.
rocks. When the puina moves on '0
other environments it leaves the silk-
en cable behind.
It seems orlel that a shellfish shoui4
spin 'a soft, shiny silk that is spun
into expensive fabrics, yet this is done
by the puina, a Mediterranean shell-




No theories taught but actual bosirness from the start. Thorough'
cources in bookkeepilg, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cor-
respondence, spelling, commercial law banldng, arithmetic, grammar, etc..
Cad or write for beauniul new catolog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
The Only Licensed
ichael Pawnbroker
'MONEY LOAVEID ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWBOY INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Aires Milverwears, such as Knivia
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS is Nigh Grade Watches-Hami!ton
and BA B. W. Raymond-one half price.
Jinn received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sixes and 6-size Watches.
cease en dollars for ten days. 211 BROADWAY.






WHILE EQUAL IN DEZIION AND BEAUTY TO'
THE FINEST ART GLASS MA.DE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED 'PO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND.
ADMITS THE LIONT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATHP
ROOMS AND FRONT DOOR. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL 'f:.:NDS OF DECORATIONS.
, 315 hay,
The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and, dentists. Special facil-
ities have been provided for in constructing our new hospital which en-
ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in rhe most modern
manner. 'yVk have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and tone
that es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
Office end Hospital, 09 South Third street
Office phone, old, 1345; new, 153; res:dence, old phone 1816.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst of fic.%t weather and steeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Conte one some at, and boar his ming at 696 S.
prodeced br the only talking mathien..110:4-011* -OS- U. g• -hot
of die warld. The Victor and the Zoaoghone talking naeshines
front Ire to kroo put within the reach of the poor as well as the
we..thby. Recnecnber that these machines are ths
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sak are Sin. 35c, so in. 6oc. 13 in.
We have high alms operatic retards from • k.uo, /zoo, $3.00,
$4.0o, $5.00. All the latest leadiog opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mraceila Sasendirich, Cerium and Sourabe and Gaiorz and
a gnat way other celebrated alien of els kind- I will play any
pisse before purchasing it, so yaw, sus see that it is perfect. .We
don\ lei second hand machine. or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every resord is assfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in mars. We carry a full stock of
meddle and we will repair your brobou machines at liberal prices.
We w4 tale pleasure in explain lug the meehaaioni of your Zono-
phone.. I have so° new and Wiest amok front ragtime to the
most calibrated operas, and tram the greabsot bands both Ant-
ietam and Bierop4-ond Orehossola pis.... Illy sateen. will be
from 7 p• u to TO p. m. N. pieces played tarty' and we play
13 31 'ff to 10  0~3 war, WOO. ibernoralter that you can buy
dIs \rioter smichine, it is an temibla hut a pleanare. We will take
plosaw-irs hi slamaing you about either the Video _or Zonophone
mailman alio mire all roonsila.
I rautin your tag essehiss biome
DON GILBERTO,
TP SIM11111111110 ILACNINE MAN OF' Padusah and Oa, yew




of One if you take
a KODAK
To exhibit to your friends the
pictures of the pleasant people you
have met and the beautiful places
you have visited while on your va-
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Mt. Carmel, 2.8, standing.
Niashville, 9.6, rising.
P ttsburg 4.1, falling.
Davis island Dam, 6.1, falling.
St. Louis, 10.3, fairing.
Ift. Vernon, 13.0, falling.
l'aducah. 12.3, fafing.
. ..,
The Buttorff left Nashville Satur-
day night and is due to arrive here
Sunday night.
City of Savannah was due out of
Tennessee river last night ea route
-to St. Lou&
John S. Hopkins left at noon Satur-
day for Evansville.
Joe Fowler will arrive at noon to-
nay from Evansville and leave Mon-
-clay at ti o'ekick on her retur ntrip.
Royal left Saturday afternoon at 2
o'clock for Golconda.
Steamer; U. S. Outlook was down
today aft* store.
Salt& lcav'es for St. Louis Mon-
day evening for Tennessee river.
John A. Woods passed here yes-
terday from Pittsburg w:th several
barges of coal on its way to New
Orleans.
Kentucky ipft yesterday evening
for Waterloo.
Lyda left Saturday evening for




The boad of Counctt met n caned
scssion yesterday afternoon for the
liral passage of the sewer ordinance
providing for sanitary sewers in dis-
toct No..„2. The ordinance was
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--OUR OWN MAKE 5,
WeiAre Making Very Low Pricestron House Bills. 438 South Second
+ + + + + + + +
You Can Have Two PERSONAL
+ + + + + + +
+ + + + +
NOTES.
+ + + + + + +
• CITY TO SUE FOR Sioo,000
+ Corporation Countel Will Try to Re-
cover Defaulted Bond.
:Mils,: Estelle tiettler will return
Sunday from, a month's visit to St.
Louis and will be accompanied by
her mother, who will spend several
w-ecks 'here.
Ma-. and Mrs. Milton Sweeney and
daughter, oMiss 'Estelle, of St. Louis,
will arrive in the city Sunday on a
visit to Mts. Sweeney's mother, Mrs.
Tobias. Kettler. on South Third street.
Miss May Roberts of Chicago is
paid for the franchise was far in
714 Harrison.
Mrs. L. D. Torrence arid wife. o
Biarksdak, /4, Y., are visiting C. A.
Torrence. . 4
Miss Nellie Mercer, has returned
from a tstro months visit to Virginia.
Louisville, Kr.. and New Albany,
I rid.
Miss Nellie Mercer returned Satur-
day franc a pleasant visit in Virginia.
Attorney Henry Hughes left Satur-
day morning for Morganfield, where
be will be gone several days on busi-
ness.
,Mrs. E. T. Lucas has returned from
a visit to Wingo.
Mrs. S. E. Eddington, of Princeton,
's visiting in rhe city.
Mariah Sivells and daughter,
Miss tillsallke. of Brownwood, Tex.,
are the guests of relatives in Paducah.
'Mrs. George Mimms is visiting her
brother, Geosge Moore. at Mayfield,
who is very low with consumption.
Miss Nora Weaver, of Mayfield, is
visiting Kir jettie Harper, on South
Tenth stl-eft.
IMrs. Lena Hurley 'has returned
home site, a visit to her mother, Mrs.
Jones, in Mayfield,.
R. S. Moore went to Murray yes-
terday.
Barer' Watson has returned from
Marion.
Revenue Agent Bob Happy. of
Mayfield spent Saturday in Paducah.
Sins Plhelps of Hopkinsville, was in
the city Saurday.
Mrs. "11f, E Brian and Mrs. C. H.
Rayne, of Kansas City, are visiting
relatives twr3i,
Miss rp-pie Kelley, of Smithland,
visited friends 'here Saturday.
Mk. and Wm Joe Rinkliff have re-
turned home after a visit to relatives
in the north.
IMIrs. Frank Roark and children re-
turned yesterday from a visit at Mar-
tin, Tenn.
Eugene Kelley and wife, of Smith
land, were in tile city Saturday visit-
ing.
Miss Mary Morrison will leave
Monday for Louisville to visit friendS.
flames Maude and Mary Lou Boyd
left Saturday for the round trip to
Waterloo on the steamer Kentucky.
Luther Carson. of South Fifth
stdeet. has returned from a visit in
Tennessee.
Roscoe Puryear will return today
front a visit to Chicago.
Miss Georgie Meissen has returned
from' a visit in Memphis.
Sid Lemon is spending a few days
in Miemphis.
Miss 'May Roberts, of Chicago. is
visiting tier aunt. Mrs. C. A. Tor-
rence.
Will Raker and Geruran Wilker-
son left yesterday for Dawson
Springs.
Misses Lula Reed, Jeannette Camp-
it and Anna Mae Yeiser left yester-
day for Smithland on a short visit.
Miss Pansy and Daisy Epps, of
Paris, Miss., and Miss Pattie Guliway
and Mr. Guleway of Memphis, are
the guests of Misses Jesse and Edna
Rooks 433 Clark St.
11r. j C. Freeland will return today
from a two week's visit to his par-
ents at near Freedom. Perin.
Dr.'Rey,nolds has moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the pho-
tographers. on South Sixth, near
Broadway.
When needing first-class table ser-
vice at parties or dinings, phone 2352
Dick Loran.
Dissolution.
The firm of Meadows & Ford is
this day dissolved, j P. Ford retiring,
business to be conducted by J. A
Meadows, he assuming all liabilities
and collecting all accounts due sass
firm
Aug. 23, mot
Chicago, Aug. 2s.-About $too,000
may be recovered by the city as the
result of suits which Corporation
Counsel Lewis ordered to be insti-
tuted Thursday to recover 3600 de-
faulted bonds and 1,too unpaid fines.
The investigation of the taw depart-
ment has shown that there are thous-
ands of 'nstances where bonds have
been forfeited not only in the police.
courts but in the criminal court also,
and no money has ever been recov-
ered upon them by the city. There
pre also 1,too fines which have been
levied, but which were not paid and
the justices allowed the prisoners to
go upon their own recognizance.
Col. Lewis directed that the suits
to recover the money forfeited by
these bonds, which range from $2o to
$1.000, should be brought at once not
only for those within the statute of
limitat:on but in every instance upon
record.
SEEK PARDON FOR KOMP
Friends Try to Free Kenosha Banker
Convicted of Perjury.
Kenosha. W s.. Aug. 25.-A move-
ment has been started in this city to
secure the pardon of Frank S. Komp,
former president of the Kenosha
State bank who is now serving a
term for perjury at Waupun. The
foirmal application will probably be *
made in a few days. The sentiment •
of many Kenosha people is opposed ••
1° 4. + + + 4. + 4. + 4. + 4 +
POPULAR WANTS.
+ + 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4- 4. 4. 4.
WANTED FOR U. 5. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of at and 35; citizens of United
itates, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
wend House, Paducah, Ky.
FURNITURE bought and sold.
Williams, 538 South Third street.
N-ew phase gook
For Rent-A Six room house with
all modern improvements. Apply 417
South Fourth street. New 'phone 122.
WA1N'TED-A grocery clerk. Must
have had experience or need not ap-
ply. Also a lady cashier. Apply to
Seventh-street store. Jake Bieder-
man Gro. & B. Co.
FOR RENT-'Room for rent
314 North Sixth St.
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPT/CAI, CO.,
We are olFeriag a ao year Gold Fitted Oasa, Mika Movement, for I143.
A Seth Thomas lice° Mantel Click for 437-50
Woes taw Knives and Forks, a set,  $34.1
lessuiese Riven' Teaspoons, a se q  .75
Genuine %tigers Tablespoons, a met  SIOB
Om entire We of Cut Glass at 30 per coat. ellof regular price.
Illur Hand Painted China, flee as any line in the city, at 5a per cent.
of regtdar psice-you must see this line to collimate fully the bargians we
are oirlssiug
A speeial reduction on every art icle in our store for so day,. only--
seriolir fer sash-
Star repairs must give you satis faction.
Oyes seated free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY, GUT /IRIS'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KOINBTZKA. JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
21 lears lupe:Lenoir.
 at Subscribe For The Register
WANTED-Representatives to
look after renewals of subset ptions
for Thr American Magazine. Ex-
perience not essential. No capital
needed. Good opportunity to build
up a permanent business. Address:
J. N. Trainer, 146 Fifth Ave., New
York, N. Y.
to the pardon and depos•tors in the
defunct bank will probali.y insist that •
Komp spend two and a half years, _Every surusky szip
minierdai_Ap.
the full sentence, in prison, peal contains genuine Gibson Octure.
Very pretty for Jrarning or portfolio.
For sale by newsboys and Thompson.
313 Broadway.
-Mr. and Mrs. John Berry are the
parents of a new daughter.
-Perry Maloan, who has been fill-
ing a pos tion on the Louisville Cour-
ier-Journal during the absence of an
employe on his vacation, is in the
city. He may return to Lou-svillc
again Monday.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + 4
LOCAL NEWS IN BIEDIF
FRIGHTENED HORSE
Attaches! to Ea Boone'sr.ci
Breaks Shaft and Hermosa •
Last night, about eight o'clock, Mr.
Eli Boone was sitting in his buggy at
Eleventh and Broadway, waiting for
the Cairo train to pan.
A string of electric cars,, on the
way to the park rolled op, and the-
horse became frightened, backed the
beggy into a vacant lot where the
airtime fell over a cross tie, breaking
the shafts and harness.
Mr. Boone .as not injured.
WILL GILBERT
LOST HIS TICKER
Will Gilbert, who with his vide are
members of the Paducah eactirs'on-
ists to .Chicago, wrote a postal to a
friend yesterday stating that some
one had swiped his watch. No details
were given, and it is not known
whether the ticker was a handsome
gold repeater, a waterbury Or an
Ingersol dollar watch.
Papers to Consolidate.
It is reported that The Daily Moni-
tor and the Semi-weekly Mirror, two
papers at Mayfield, will consolidate
in a few weeks.
A Linotype machine will be put in,
and everything that is needed to get
out an up-to-date daily paper. The
exact time when this change is to
take place is not known but it is
not far off. The men who are to
edit the papers are Messrs. Pike and
Wall.
BOND YOUR EMPLOYES IN
AMERICAN SURETY CO..
Quick Settlements.
C. E. JENNINGS & CO., Agents.
+ ++++++ ++ ++
40,
•
Republican Candidate Ls Dying.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 25.-Col.
Robert Robertson, republican candi-
date for judge of the Allen circuit
court, is dying frod cirrhosis of the
'iver. He was once elected a lieuten-
ant governor of Indiana and is a
lawyer of note. 1 7 ill
Police Court Briefs.
Aaron Moore and Will Long
breach of peace, continued until Aug.
27. 6 ;
J. D. Pulliam, breach of ordinance,
continued' until Aug. afl.
George Hall, drunk and disorderly,
825 and costs.
Page Patterson, disorderly conduct;
continued till Aug. 27.
Bids for- Big Reeervotr./
Douglas, Wyo., Aug. 25.-Rids were
opened today by La Perle Reservoir
and Trrigation company for the con-
struction of thirteen miles of canal
near Douglas. The canal will be em-
ployed ih the reclamation of about
27,000 acres of sagebrush land lying
along the Platte benches near here.
Question Death Certificate.
San Bernardino, Cal,. Aug. 254.--The
body of Edna Jones. who died' in the
homeopathic hospital. Chcago, has
arrived here. Relatives have em-
p'oyed-attorneys to fight for the large
estate. Health officers here question
the death certificate.
111111111111c -  AMINE
Abkoram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.




operrca MOINE 4114-a RESIDENCE PHONE ees
p.
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Pewee libattas.
1 6% Horse Power Motor.
Borne Power Motor.
so norm Power Motor.
z see Linitt Dpniorilk.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
I 2 I -123 North Telarth Street.
S. T. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS





Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let us call and book your order for next winter.
West Kentucky CoalCo.
Inoorporated.
ice:Second and Ohio. ' . wilfoth Telephones.254.
I
4
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